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PROUDLY SERVING VENTURA COUNTY & LOS ANGELES COUNTY
THOUSAND OAKS OFFICE: 313 South Moorpark Road, Thousand Oaks, CA 91361  •  Office: 805-497-3622  •  Fax: 805-497- 3722

Diplomate, American Board of Neurological Surgery • Fellow, American Association of Neurological Surgeons • Fellow of American College of Surgeons
All Major Insurances / PPO Accepted

 

Kapil Moza, MD, FACS
Board Certified Spine & Neurological Surgeon
Personalized, Patient Focused Care

Dr. Kapil Moza has earned multiple awards 
at patients choice.org and is the highest 
ranked spine surgeon and neurosurgeon in 
the region. In 2007, Dr. Moza was the first 
Neurosurgeon in Ventura and Santa Barbara 
Counties to complete a Cervical Artificial Disc 
Replacement. Of the nation’s 870,000 active 
doctors, Dr. Moza is among the top 1% who 

have received the Vitals Top Ten Doctor Honor from their patients in 2014. 
Vitals Top Ten Doctor is 
part of the Vitals Awards 
& Recognition Program, 
where patients rate and 
review their doctors.

DR. MOZA SPECIALIZES IN MANY OPERATIONS, INCLUDING:

Dr. Kapil Moza

• Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery
• Cervical and Lumbar Disc Disease
• Anterior Cervical Discectomy
• Artificial Disc Replacement
• Spinal Instability
• Spinal Fusion Description
• Spine Fractures
• Cervical Spinal Stenosis

• Cervical Laminoplasty
• Lumbar Spinal Stenosis
• Gamma Knife Radiosurgery
• Brain and Spinal Tumors
• Cerebrovascular Disease
• Arteriovenous Malformations
• Aneurysms
• Chiari Malformations

Vitals Top Ten Doctor Honors 2014, Vitals Patients Choice Award 2012, 
2013, Vitals Most Compassionate Doctor 2012, 

www.drmoza.com

http://www.drmoza.com


http://www.pacpatio.com
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www.ianarmstrongmd.com

The Southern California Spine Institute 
(SCSI) offers a comprehensive, multi- 
disciplinary approach to the diagnosis and 
treatment of spine problems.  Conservative, 
non-surgical management is emphasized with 
the latest in minimally-invasive techniques.  
Major spinal reconstructive surgery is also  
offered. Every patient is treated as if they  
were a family member.

Comprehensive spine Care

spinal Care serviCes
•  Surgical spine evaluation
•  Comprehensive physical medicine/rehabilitation evaluation
•  Functional capacity evaluation
•  Electro-diagnostic testing
•  Work capacity evaluation and job analysis

surgiCal expertise
•  Spine stabilization/fusion/instrumentation
•  Microsurgery
•  Percutaneous laser disc decompression
•  Minimally-invasive techniques for back pain relief
•  Complex spine reconstruction
•  Spinal cord tumors
•  Artificial disk surgery

eduCation
MEdiCAl MEntorS— through one-on-one mentoring, SCSi 
strives to lead, inspire and direct the next generation of those 
called to medical service. http://www.scsimedicalmentors.com

dr. Armstrong has appeared on CBS’ The doctors Show  (http://thedoctorstv.com)   
in this nationally-syndicated show, dr. Armstrong has demonstrated the following:

 
The XliF: a new minimally-invasive technique that  
targets back pain 
 
live surgery which shows a new way to correct neck  
pain that involves adult stem cell technology

 
to view the doctors Show segments with dr. Armstrong, go to:  
http://thedoctorstv.com/main/home_page?init_type=Feature&init_id=230  
http://thedoctorstv.com/main/home_page?init_type=Feature&init_id=231 

ian Armstrong, M.d.
Medical director

neurosurgical Spine Specialist

addi t ional sou t hern C aliF ornia loC at ion s

BaKersField 
8701 Camino Medea, Suite C, 

Bakersfield, CA 93311  
661.665.2070

Culver CitY
3831 Hughes Ave, Suite 105

Culver City, CA 90232
310.557.0741
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WestlaKe village
415 Rolling Oaks Drive 
Suite 210
Thousand Oaks, CA 91361
805.496.1717
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The Santa Ynez Valley on California’s Central Coast is inland from the ”American Riviera” city of Santa Barbara. 
Nestled between the San Rafael and Santa Ynez Mountain ranges, the Valley runs east-west toward the Pacific Ocean. 
This provides a cooling influence to the Valley’s Mediterranean climate and ideal temperatures for year-round living. 
The Santa Ynez Valley is home to acclaimed vineyards, wineries and world-class ranch estates. 

“Representing the Best of the Santa Ynez Valley”
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Vein Center of Westlake Village
Gentle, non-invasive treatment sessions improve appearance and rejuvenate legs

Ultrasound Guided Sclerotherapy
State-of-the-art techniques and technology  •  Address fatigue, pain, ulceration and more

No incisions – No scarring – No down time

Karel Douglas Vaughan, M.D.
Physician-administered Personalized treatment plans for Men and Women

Dynamic and Lasting Results

To schedule an appointment call 

805 495-8305
1240 S. Westlake Boulevard, Suite 123

Westlake Village, California 91361
veincenterwlv.com

Mention this ad and the $250 initial  
evaluation charge will be waived

http://www.veincenterwlv.com
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ON THE COVER 
Roma Downey 
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Santa Rosa Valley gorgeous custom villa located in Camelot Estates was designed with 
superb attention to detail and decorated in the most refi ned manner. Escape to incred-
ible estate with not a single detail overlooked. Gracious pillars frame entry to enor-
mous Great Room featuring fi replace, wet bar with granite counters and sink, refrigera-
tor/wine cooler and Viking commercial ice machine, high coff ered ceilings, expansive 
windows with views of rear yard amenities including lighted North/South  tennis court, 
resort style solar heated pool with waterfall and rock formed fl owing slide. State of the 
art huge dedicated professional home theater room. Reduced to $2,890,000

Santa Rosa Valley Gorgeous
Custom Villa in Camelot Estates
www.11186Sumac.com

Artistry and Elegance highlight the distinctive architectural elements and exquisite detailing that 
characterize this custom residence off ering breathtaking panoramic views. Over 6,000 square feet 
detailed with custom fi nishes throughout for the most discriminating buyer. Surrounded by lush 
gardens, this captivating two story estate home greets you with a handcrafted wrought iron and 
glass front entry door.  This estate was designed and constructed with opulence ordinarily reserved 
for royalty.  Features include: exquisite choices of marbles, granite and stone for interior and 
exterior fl ooring. Volume ceilings. Functional and incredible kitchen complete with custom crafted 
cabinetry with granite counters, appliance garage and stainless appliances. Four spacious bed-
rooms plus gym and a gorgeous theater room complete with mini kitchen area.  Master bedroom 
with incredible master closet. The outdoor kitchen is ideal for entertaining. Infi nity pool. This estate 
must be seen to be appreciated.   Dedicated theater room with seating, screen and outside snack 
area! Off ered at: $2,095,000

California Magic with the Splendor of an
Italian Villa in Santa Rosa Valley
www.3064PaloVerde.com 

The gated entrance to Lexington Hills leads through double wrought iron gates to this true Frank Lloyd 
Wright inspired home featuring unbelievable craftsmanship, materials, and attention to detail. Stunning 
single story 5 bedroom home plus offi  ce with separate formal living room w/volume ceilings is intimate 
& elegant. Formal dining room, private master suite located in its own wing w/sitting area & large walk-in 
closet. The offi  ce/study has coff er ceiling & custom built-ins. Family room & gourmet kitchen w/breakfast 
room are all combined in an impressive great room w/open beamed ceilings. French doors lead to the 
expansive pool & spa area. Kitchen has a granite island & custom cabinetry. Wonderful home for enter-
taining & privacy. This is one of the most unique and wonderful homes you will ever see. You must see it 
to appreciate!! Resting on a park-like acre plus lot with extensive landscaping, wonderful patio space. 
You will feel like you live in your own private oasis. The home is nothing short of stunning. Every room 
features Frank Llyod Wright inspired details, trim work, and built-ins. Outbuilding/offi  ce, rec room features 
in ground small swimming pool rec room with fi replace and unique waterfall feature. Guest house com-
plete w/kitchen, living area, garage & private entrance. Reduced to $2,599,000!

Luxurious 5 Acre Custom Estate
Compound in Lexington Hills
www.13025RippleCreek.com

Custom Santa Rosa Valley Equestrian Estate home with Pool & Guest House. Picturesque 
2 story home with charming white front porch. Gleaming wood fl ooring in living room 
features 4 bedrooms in the main house and an additional bedroom in the attached guest 
house. Formal dining room, updated kitchen open to family room. Downstairs bedroom 
and full bath. Upstairs there is a large master bedroom with fi replace, walk-in closet and 
remodeled bath.Downstairs bedroom and full bath. Upstairs there is a large master 
bedroom with fi replace, study, sitting room, balcony, walk-in closet and remodeled bath. 
Off ered at only $1,349,000

StoryBrook Farm - Pool - Equestrian
w/ Guest House in Gated Wildwood Ranch 
www.11518Sumac.com 

Recognized.Respected.Recommmend.Let Rosemary sell YOUR Home
Rosemary Allison
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Recognized.Respected.Recommmend.Let Rosemary sell YOUR Home
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Create your travel wish list

Let’s collaborate 
  to make your wishes come true

          from a simple weekend getaway 

        to the most complex itinerary 

we are here for you!

3741 E. Thousand Oaks Blvd
Westlake Village

Visit us in our new Westlake location
in the Paseo Marketplace across from the Rolls Royce Dealership

http://www.enroutetravel.com


Manchester Financial will work with you to help you understand exactly how you  
define wealth—and to help you achieve it on your terms in time for retirement.

- ROBERT KATCH, Founder of Manchester Financial

“Wealth isn’t defined  
solely by dollars, but  
by an intersection of  
money and lifestyle.”

manchesterfinancial.com

http://www.manchesterfinancial.com


AA celebrated Emmy® nominated actress and producer, Roma Downey is best known for her nine 
seasons as the tender-hearted angel on the hit CBS television show “Touched by an Angel” for 
which she earned multiple Emmy® and Golden Globe® best actress nominations. Privately, Roma 
Downey and Mark Burnett live in our area and enjoy spending time with their three children: 
James (21), Reilly (18) and Cameron (17).  Important members of their family also include two 
giant Irish Wolfhounds - Maximus and Maggie May.   Recently, Roma was the keynote speaker 
at Oaks Christian School’s senior graduation ceremony where her words resonated deeply with 
young adults who were preparing to take their place in the big, wide world. A woman of distinctive 
grace, Roma Downey shares with us some of her innermost thoughts on Page 44.

Our Financial Editors provide us with pertinent information on the U.S. 

economy.  Robert Katch explains on Page 88 how the U.S. was shielded 

from going down a catastrophic economic decline in the last 7 years 

because the Fed stepped in and initiated a process to stabilize the economy 

and help it grow (by creating more dollars).  This prevented the massive 

deflation that occurred in the 1930s.  It’s going to be an interesting two 

years ahead in terms of how the fourth phase of the plan works out.

Our Home and Hearth section is a feast of magnificent homes.  Enjoy 

paging through those sections starting on Page 38 and then continuing on 

Page 64. Featured are Aldik Home; Sigi and Pam’s Properties; Jordan Cohen’s 

Properties; Engel & Völkers; Rosemary Allison, and Nicki and Karen. 

Localscapes-wise we take you to the beautiful Dolphin Bay Resort & 

Spa (Page 94). If it’s a bigger and more far afield trip you are planning, 

ultra-luxury Silversea Cruises has kicked off 2015 with an enticing 

new program that includes shore excursions and WiFi. This program is 

available for new bookings made from February 2015 on any of the line’s 

52 Mediterranean cruises. Explore your dream vacation on Page 98.

Happy browsing!

Diana

EDITOR’SLETTER/ March 2015
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With Jimmy Connors supporting the Galpin Motors Golf Classic 
benefitting The Heart Foundation. Photography by Curtis Dahl.



Mary Ellen Waller,* Attorney 
at Law, California and New 
York Bar Admissions.

Marshall Waller, Attorney 

Law Specialist, California 
State Bar Board of Legal 
Specialization.
 
Combined, we bring more than 
60 years of business and legal 
experience to the table. 

� e law � rm of Feinberg & Waller, APC, is known as a formidable 
force of attorneys practicing in all aspects of complex divorce 
and family law matters. Feinberg & Waller’s lawyers have dealt 
with the top family law attorneys in the nation. � e law � rm is 
at the forefront of family law thinking, leadership, information, 
and continuing legal education in California. We derive great 
satisfaction from practicing in such an all-encompassing, 
complicated, and challenging � eld.

We are honored to have the privilege to be in this profession; it 
allows us to problem-solve and help develop individually tailored 
solutions for people, children, and families of this community. We 
enjoy promoting creative strategies with our highly skilled team 
of attorneys, paralegals, sta� , and extensive network of experts. A 
hallmark of our practice is nuanced experience, distinctive in-depth 
perspectives, and our empathetic approach to your matter.

� e lawyers of Feinberg & Waller have the 
tenacity to negotiate the results you deserve 
and the ability to obtain those results 
through legal advocacy when necessary. We 
treat clients compassionately, in a respectful, 
discreet, and non-judgmental manner. Our 
goal is to adhere to principled, universal 
codes of ethics, and the delivery of excellent 
“all around” personal service that caters to 
the needs of our discerning clientele.

B E V E R LY  H I L L S
433 N. Camden Drive Suite 600

 Beverly Hills, CA 90210

C A L A B A S A S
23501 Park Sorrento Suite 103

Calabasas, CA 91302

1 . 8 0 0 . 6 5 5 . 4 7 6 6

www.feinbergwaller.com

http://www.feinbergwaller.com
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As college fees continue to soar, many parents dream of 
their child attaining a full-ride athletic scholarship to 
avoid having to fork out $60,000 a year. In order to save 
yourselves some disappointment, here are the realistic 
facts on athletic scholarships in the U.S. Understanding 
how the system works will give you realistic expectations 
as well as prepare you for what you have to do in order to 
win a coveted athletic scholarship. 

1.  COLLEGES PROVIDE 73% OF SCHOLARSHIPS
Forget having your son or daughter apply to countless scholarships. It is the 
colleges themselves that provide the largest proportion of athletic scholarships – 
73% - for the students who attend their schools. Apply directly to the college itself 
and send out multiple applications to several colleges. Remember that diversity 
counts at colleges, so a Californian applying to an out-of-state school that wants to 
expand the diversity of its students can sometimes increase your chances of success.

2.  PRIVATE COLLEGES OFFER THE MOST SCHOLARSHIPS
Private colleges provide a lot more scholarships than state schools and they are 
larger in sum.  Of course private colleges also cost more than state schools but 
the average scholarship itself is significantly more generous than a state school 
scholarship (according to Salle Mae, the average state school scholarship is $5,785 
compared to $12,274 at a private college).

3. FULL-RIDE SPORTS SCHOLARSHIPS ARE SCARCE
Only 6 sports in the U.S. offer full-ride scholarships.  These so-called head-count 
sports are football, men and women’s basketball, and women’s gymnastics, volleyball, 
and tennis. In these Division I sports, athletes receive a full ride or no ride. 

4. COACHES AND SCHOLARSHIP DIVISIONS
Beyond the head-count sports, all other sports are considered “equivalency” sports. 
NCAA rules dictate how much money a program, such as lacrosse or track, can 
spend on scholarships. Coaches are allowed to divide up these awards so as to 
attract more athletes which means that each student may receive very little in terms 
of monetary allocation.

5. BEING DISCOVERED 
Profound superstars at high school level stand out and they will probably be 
approached. If you are not in that category, college coaches probably won’t know 
you exist. Instead of hiring an athletic recruiter to do the job for you, the personal 
touch is far more desirable. Introduce yourself to coaches at universities that you 

   PORTRAITSOFATHLETICISM/ March 2015

THE FACTS ON 
COLLEGE ATHLETIC 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
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(BELOW) Running back Ezekiel Elliott  was 
offered scholarships from Missouri, Illinois, 
Nebraska, Arkansas, Wisconsin, Notre Dame, 
Georgia, Tennessee and Penn State, among 
many others before committing to Ohio State 
where he won the first ever National College 
Championship in 2015.
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are interested in attending. Keep in contact 
with them via email and include pertinent 
information such as your positional play, 
sports statistics and coach contacts. Once 
a college coach expresses interest in you, 
send him/her a 2-to-3-minute piece of 
action footage. Post your action video on 
YouTube and send coaches the link.

6. CHANCES OF WINNING A NCAA 
SPORTS SCHOLARSHIP
Only about 2% of high school athletes win 
sports scholarships every year at NCAA 
colleges and universities. Of the lucky 
few who win one, the average amount is 
less than $11,000. Over a third of colleges 
do not offer athletic scholarships. The 
remaining schools that do are only allowed 
a limited number of scholarships and a 
significant number are not fully funded. 
This doesn’t even begin to address the 
chances of keeping the scholarship.

7. CONTAIN YOUR RESPONSE  
TO EARLY FLATTERY
Coaches may tell teenagers that they have 
lots of scholarship money available, but 
don’t get excited until you study the official 
grant-in-aid form. Also, even if a coach 
tells you you’re great, he/she may have 
other options or they may change their 
minds a year later.

8. PLAYING HIGH-LEVEL COLLEGE 
SPORTS IS A FULL-TIME JOB 
According to a recent NCAA survey, 
playing football requires 43.3 hours per 
week; college baseball, 42.1 hours; men’s 
basketball, 39.2 hours; and women’s 
basketball, 37.6 hours. Because of the 
huge time commitment, as well as time 
away from campus, Division I athletes will 
find themselves exceptionally stretched 
– particularly if they are majoring in 
rigorous, demanding subject disciplines 

such as the sciences and engineering.  Bear 
in mind that future employers know this, 
so the résumé of a scholarship athlete 
who has also attained distinction with 
rigorous academic achievements - is highly 
attractive and sought after by potential 
future employers. 

9.  KEEPING AN ATHLETIC  
SCHOLARSHIP UNTIL GRADUATION
Athletic scholarships must be renewed 
each year and that is at the coach’s 
discretion. Poor academic performance 
or any misconduct while an athlete is on 
scholarship can result in the termination of 
it. Students who retain their scholarships 
throughout their college careers stand 
an excellent chance of being highly 
sought-after by future employers because 
they know how much pressure they’ve 
conquered.
Acknowledgements: CBSNews.com

   PORTRAITSOFATHLETICISM/ Athletic Scholarships



Janice Armijo, CRCM  S.V.P. , Regional Manager, Westlake Village, CA
875 Westlake Blvd. Ste. 101  |  Westlake Village, CA 91361  
Direct Phone: (805) 496-9010  |  Fax: (805) 496-9016  |  Cell: (805) 889-2714 

https://crbnk.com/location/westlake-village
Mon. - Thurs., 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM   
Fri., 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM  |  Sat. and Sun., closed

Deposit and Cash Management
• Real time, online Internet banking
• Business Analyzed and Small Business Checking
• IOLTA, NOW Accounts
• Fully automated domestic and international wire transfers
• Nationwide network of cash vault centers
• Remote Deposit Capture, ACH, Lockbox
• Fraud Prevention programs

Loans
• Secured and Unsecured Business Lines of Credit
• Asset based credit lines
• Commercial owner occupied real estate
• Construction and equipment financing

Private Banking
• Full array of private banking loans and lines of credit
• Bill pay services
• Stock secured credit lines and loans

CALIFORNIA
REPUBLIC
BANK
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   SCENEAROUND/ November 2014

2014 NATIONAL CHARITY 
LEAGUE DEBUTANTES
Photography by Ken Taylor
The Conejo Valley chapter of the National Charity League, Inc. (NCL) presented 
its 2014 Debutantes at the Four Season’s Hotel Westlake Village.  National Charity 
League, Inc. is a non-profit, mother-daughter organization that has served the 
Conejo Valley for over 40 years.  NCL gives back to the community by raising funds 
through their annual Day of Giving, along with their 
Thousand Oaks thrift shop, Fibber McGee’s Closet.  Profits 
are distributed among local philanthropies and college 
scholarships are awarded to young women who attend 
Conejo Valley high schools. (Continued on page 20)

Father/Daughter Waltz

Debutante Brooke Levinsohn

Escort Anthony Ferrari & 
Debutante Blake Weireter Rembrandt Band Member & 

Debutante Christina Ferrone 

Debutante Victoria Doder doing the 
St. James Bow with the assistance 

of her father, Peter Doder

NCL Conejo Valley Chapter President, Yadi Coto & her 
husband, Carlos Coto, toasting the Debutantes

Kelly Shemtov & Judi Pirzadeh (Ball Directors)



http://www.paininjuryrelief.com
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   SCENEAROUND/ November 2014

2014 NATIONAL CHARITY 
LEAGUE DEBUTANTES
Photography by Ken Taylor (Continued from page 18)

Nicholas Cruz & Melina Coto, Alexandra Pelino & Steven Pelino, Drew Bertik & Brooke Levinsohn, Jacob Mannisto & Julia Mannisto, Tristan Seroff & Stephanie Clabeaux, Victoria Doder & Nicholas Doder, 
Christina Ferrone & Nicholas Ferrone, Tatiana Greer & Karsten Briley, Michelle Menges & Matthew Sepper FROM THE BOTTOM LEFT: James Simpson & Rebecca Simpson, Ben Rosen & Maya Rosen, Wynn 

Burson & Holly Burson, Matthew Hickey & Katherine Furgurson, Brittany Jacobs & Brandon Jacobs, Morgan Arnett & Matthew Ng, Blake Weireter & Anthony Ferrari, Kristin Koelewyn & William Wilson

Debutante Michelle 
Menges with her father, 

Doug Menges

Debutante Kristin Koelewyn 
waltzing with her father, 

Thomas Koelewyn

Debutante Stephanie Clabeaux 
being presented on the arm of 

her father, Bryan Clabeaux
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(805) 495-4671 
3580 Willow Lane | Thousand Oaks, CA 91361

www.conejovet.com
DOGGY DAY CAMP

FREE FIRST DAY & EVALUATION!

• Compassionate 
•  State-of-the-Art
• Aff ordable Pet Care 
• 15 Veterinarians 
 on Staff 

Doctor on 
Premises

24/7 VETERINARY CARE • RESORT & DOGGY DAY CAMP

Where animals come fi rst.

 

NEW SEASON
NEW JUICES

http://www.conejovet.com
http://juiceranch.com
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   SCENEAROUND/ December 9th, 2014

GALPIN MOTORS GOLF 
CLASSIC BENEFITTING THE 
HEART FOUNDATION
Photography by Curtis Dahl
Galpin Motors again served as title sponsor for the sold-out December 9, 2014 
event at Sherwood Country Club.  Since its inception 14 years ago, the tournament 
has netted almost $3 million for The Heart Foundation.  Funds raised support the 
cutting-edge research of Dr. Prediman K. Shah at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center’s 
Heart Institute, advancing The Heart Foundation’s mission of finding better ways to 
prevent, detect and treat heart disease.

Barry Rudin, Owner of Barry’s Tickets 
(center) hosting his tournament guests 

Steve & Alexander McKee, John Maroney L-R Tony Behrstock, Don Gruberger, Henry 
Weingarten and Arnold Rosenstein

L-R Krista Strauss, Jimmy 
Connors and Glen StraussGalpin Motors’ Brandon Boeckmann, DJ Chris Kilmore, 

and KROQ’s Mark Lang and Dean Canter

Top L-R  Mark Litman, Drew Donen of Bang The Gavel  Bottom L-R 
Donors Paul and Diane Mohilef, Kimberly and Dr. P.K. Shah and Jerry 

Cohen, father of the late Steven S. Cohen

From L-R Kenneth Tarlow, foursome host Albert Nassi, 
Chris Gregoire and tennis legend Jimmy Connors

Frank Visco, Dr. Prediman K. Shah of Cedars-Sinai 
Heart Institute and Mark Litman, Chairman

Pictured Top - Heart Foundation Founder’s 
Circle member David Purkey.  Front Row (L-R) 

Wood Ranch BBQ & Grill CEO Eric Anders,  
Dave Melito and Matt DiCeccio



http://www.solaruniverse.com


THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AFRICAN  
ELEPHANTS & ASIAN ELEPHANTS
Many of us assume that all elephants are alike.  
They’re not.  Asian elephants can be identified 
by smaller ears, and they are more adaptable to 
being tamed and working with man.  African 
elephants have much larger ears and are 
generally much larger – and they are more wild 
– with few cases of them being tamed. The two 
groups of elephants are so genetically different 
that interbreeding them is virtually impossible.  
At Chester Zoo, the experiment was tried, and 
the calf that was born died within 2 weeks.  
This point is important because Zimbabwe – 
one of the many countries in Africa with the 
last remaining wild African Elephant - recently 
signed agreements to export numerous baby 
elephants to zoos in China and the United 
Arab Emirates.  When a baby African elephant 
is separated from its mother, its family, and 
the plains of Africa (which are vast), the 
ramifications are serious and the baby elephant 
leaves for a destiny that is pretty much ill-fated. 

DWINDLING AFRICAN ELEPHANT NUMBERS
At the turn of the 20th century, there were 
multiple millions of African elephants – 
roaming vast plains in Africa. Today, there are 
an estimated 450,000 African elephants left in 
the world. 

POACHING FOR ELEPHANT IVORY &  
AFRICA’S BURGEONING POPULATION
Ivory hunters are largely responsible for the 
drastic reduction in African elephant numbers, 
but so too is the burgeoning population in 
Africa.  As human numbers explode, vast 
savannah areas that once belonged to Africa’s 
wild animals – have been appropriated for 
urban structures and farmland. The last 
remaining herds of African elephant have been 
chased to marginalized areas where they have 
been hunted and poached for their ivory tusks 
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   ENVIROCONSCIOUS/ March 2015

UNDERSTANDING 
ENDANGERED  
AFRICAN ELEPHANTS 
By Diana Addison Lyle & Sheridan Schroeder
Photography by Scott Blatt & Curtis Dahl
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ENVIROCONSCIOUS/ Endangered African Elephants

Mother and baby
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or many of them have been caught up in 
Africa’s cruel civil wars.  Both humans and 
animals become victims in those wars and no 
living being or creature prospers except the 
dictators in power.

THE EFFECT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON 
THE AFRICAN ELEPHANT
Habitat loss is one of the key threats 
facing elephants because of climate 
change.  Projections indicate that key 
portions of elephants’ habitat will become 
significantly hotter and drier as climate 
change impacts – resulting in poorer 
foraging conditions and threatening calf 
survival. Female elephants give birth to 
one calf (twins are exceptionally rare) and 
the gestation period is 22 months.

   ENVIROCONSCIOUS/ Endangered African Elephants

Baby Elephant with its Mother

The close bonds of an African Elephant Herd

Baby elephants that are removed from their natural 
habitat and away from their mothers and their 
family – experience profound trauma. Putting them 
into a zoo across the world is one of the cruelest 
fates for these highly-sensitive creatures.



FAMILY BONDS AND EMOTIONAL  
INTELLIGENCE OF ELEPHANTS
Elephants form deep family bonds and 
live in tight matriarchal family groups of 
related females called a herd. The herd 
is led by the oldest and often largest 
female in the herd called a matriarch. 
Herds consist of 8-100 individuals 
depending on terrain and family size. 
When a calf is born, it is raised and 
protected by the whole matriarchal herd 
but the calf ’s bond with its mother is 
exceptionally close.  For 3 years a calf is 
wholly reliant on its mother and when 
she is poached or killed – the calf is 
emotionally traumatized. Scientists who 
have studied calves after their mothers’ 
deaths report the deep grieving that they 
suffer – so much so that a calf can die 
from emotional stress and heartbreak.  
They have profoundly deep memories 
that span many years and never forget 
the trauma of an incident. We recently 
encountered this personally when we 
approached an elephant herd on the 
border of Botswana in west Africa.  
Evidently the herd had been relocated 
from an area in Zimbabwe where the 
majority of them had been killed – 
in front of each other.  Their fear of 
humans was so profound that when 
we approached them in our Safari jeep, 
the Matriarch of the herd displayed 
exceptional aggression towards us as she 
valiantly tried to protect her family.
 Another aspect of an elephant’s 
emotional intelligence is their capacity for 
empathy and feelings.  Just like humans, 
they display signs of grief, joy, anger and 
play. When an elephant in the herd is ill, 
oftentimes two females will accompany 
the ailing elephant – away from the herd 
– to the place where the dying elephant 
has chosen as its final resting place. They 
remain with the dying elephant until 
its death and some have even been seen 
covering the dead elephant with leaves 
and branches. They then leave that place 
with palpable sadness and find their way 
back to the herd.  The distance may be vast 
but they will walk for days to find their 
family. They use infrasound and seismic 
communication over long distances.  
Elephant intelligence has been compared 
with that of primates.
 Elephants’ exceptional all-round 
intelligence serves them well during dry 
seasons when they need to guide their herds, 
sometimes for tens of miles, to watering 

holes that they remember from the past. 

REMOVING ELEPHANTS FROM  
THEIR NATURAL HABITAT 
Baby elephants that are removed from 
their natural habitat and away from their 

mothers and their family – experience 
profound trauma. Putting them into a zoo 
across the world is one of the cruelest fates 
for these highly-sensitive creatures.  They 
rarely adapt and their depression and sense 
of isolation can lead to death.

ENVIROCONSCIOUS/ Endangered African Elephants
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http://www.tierrasuratherzog.com
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   MOTORINGPURSUITS/ March 2015

W
AN AMERICAN 
JOURNEY
Curiosity, courage and conviction are the critical components of 
investing and collecting. They are also important to marriage.
By Larry Crane 
When Fred Roth and his dad went in search of Fred’s first car, 
the only requirement was “one with the fenders all the way 
back.” A curious requirement from this new century, but for 
a kid who remembered the open, separate fenders on cars from before 
WWII, it meant new. It also illustrated the high schooler’s precocious recognition of style. The 
first choice was a 1949 Ford coupe. Proving the veracity of the choice, Georgetto Giugiaro, 
voted the ‘Designer of the Century’ by an international jury of his peers, selected the 1949 Ford 
as the most important design of the automotive century. It was the first car to prove “fenders all 
the way back” could be elegant and commercially successful. But the $600 father and son had 
pooled to purchase a used one failed to make the mark. 

Fred, Deanna and Chris

ROTH Museum



The Stonehaus, a boutique enoteca reminiscent of Italy, is the newest addition to the Westlake Village Inn. It is one 

of the most unique lifestyle gathering places in the greater Los Angeles area. We offer a mélange of experiences: 

custom roasted coffee and fresh baked pastries in the morning, gourmet grab and go food at lunch, ending the day 

as a wine bar and tasting room. The surrounding gardens will transpor t you to the Tuscan countr yside where one 

can meander through our vineyard and discover the beauty of The Stonehaus. 

The Stonehaus is located at the Westlake Village Inn. For more information please call 818.483.1152 or visit the-stonehaus.com

AT THE

http://www.the-stonehaus.com


Part of a lifetime of devotion to education and 
research, Fred found a Floyd Clymer road test 
of a 1951 ‘step-down” Hudson and the pioneer 
automobilist used the word FAST several times in 
his analysis of the Super Six with “Twin H Power.” 
With the talents of Marshall Teague, Hudson was 
dominating Bill France’s nascent NASCAR racing 
series — Hudson also illustrated the successful 
integration of “fenders all the way back.” The very 
next day after discovering Hudson, Fred stopped 
by the local dealer and salesman Red Grow found 
him a ’49 coupe. In high school the Hudson was 
an “off-brand” and “Freddy Hudson” was the 
result.  It was not a compliment. Street racing 
became a staple of mid-day “nutrition.” The big 
Hudson’s victories choked the nay-sayers and fed 
Freddy Hudson’s passion for the car.
 The intake and digestion of information 
was not a Los Angeles Unified School Board 
challenge to Fred Roth, it was life-sustaining, 
cerebral food. Education would be his joy and 
his career. California State University of Santa 
Barbara offered a carefully crafted teaching 
menu and Greek Row aligned the tables — 
and the stars. 

 There was Deanna Anderson.  “We met at a 
sorority/fraternity “ditch”—where the pledges 
ditched the “actives” and instead attending a 
meeting, went to another location and had a 
party. Fred asked me to dance, and we “danced 
away” the evening. That was our sophomore 
year, and we were married in our senior year at 
UCSB. The rest is history!”
 “Although I sold that first Hudson after I 
graduated from high school,” Fred remembers, “I 
never forgot the thrill I got from the car and by 
the time Deanna and I married in 1960, the bug 
bit again. She needed a car to drive to the school 
where she taught, and this time all we could 
muster was $300. Sure enough there was a 1954 
Hudson Hornet sedan on a used car lot for only 
$125. I bought it and with the change repaired it, 
and we drove it on our honeymoon to Las Vegas.
 “After that, the bug really bit, and I started 
buying old Hudsons like crazy. By 1961 I 
traded that sedan for a weather-beaten 1954 
Hudson convertible. Over the next few years 
we restored that, one of 100 built, and 54 
years later we still own it. It has become a full 
member of the family and has participated 

in both our children’s weddings, as well as 
Deanna and my 50th wedding anniversary.”
 By 1967 more than 20 Hudsons had spent 
time in the Roth family restoration shop and 
the rest of their beautiful Thousand Oaks 
home had played host to many members of the 
Hudson-Essex-Terraplane Club, the west coast 
chapter of which had been founded by Fred. 
The rarest of the make was called the Italia, 
the Hudson aficionado’s Holy Grail; designed 
by Hudson’s own Frank Spring, only 26 of the 
exotic coupes were constructed by Carlo Felice 
Anderloni’s Carrozzeria Touring in Italy. Fred 
found a problematic one at Van Nuys Motors 
and the disillusioned owner was willing to let 
him undertake his problem.
 “By 1970 I realized that owning 12 Hudsons 
at one time, including some duplicates, was 
unproductive. De and I decided we should 
spread out our collection to other marques. 
We decided it needed a theme and the Italia 
became the hub of a collection of American 
Sports Cars of the 50s.”
 Since that time the Roths have assembled 
a group of the most important production 
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   MOTORINGPURSUITS/ American Journey
(LEFT) Fred and high school Hudson , (BELOW) The family ’54 Hudson

1955 Thunderbird

1955 Corvette



http://www.arizonaleather.com


sports cars with American running gear of 
that era. The first to join the Italia was an 
early 1955 Ford Thunderbird, followed by 
a ‘55 Chevrolet Corvette V-8 in a rare color 
combination, then a series of lesser known 
marques, such as a ‘54 Nash Healey (Nash 
chassis “tuned” by Donald Healey of England, 
with body by Pinin Farina of Italy), a ‘54 
Kaiser Darrin (Kaiser chassis with body by 
Howard “Dutch” Darrin of Sunset Boulevard, 
formerly of Darrin & Hibbard in Paris), and an 
extremely rare 1952 Woodill Wildfire (designed 
for Dodge and Willys dealer Robert Woodill 
by Bill Tritt, famous for his Glasspar boats and 
sports cars) and a ‘52 Muntz Road Jet (from a 
design by Frank Kurtis, whose race cars won 
the Indianapolis 500 five times). Their final 
addition to the collection was a little known car 
called a Maverick Sportster, one of only seven 
built in 1954 by Sterling “Smoke” Gladwin (an 
aeronautical engineer) who left his vocation 
to found Maverick Motors of Mountain View, 
CA, to make his avocation his career.
 The Roths are proud that all the restoration 
mechanical and body work as well as fine paint 
finishes have been done by Fred and his son 

Chris, while Deanna undertook the award-
winning upholstery. When asked where her 
upholstery shop was, she announced, “In my 
laundry room!”
 They are a family of educators, so 
when they began to undertake complex 
restorations they went back to school to 
learn best practices in several kinds of metal 
and mechanical work. Everything is done 
in a well-organized shop at their home in 
Thousand Oaks. Their restorations have 
won many awards, the most exciting was 
the Muntz Jet being awarded a second place 
at the prestigious Pebble Beach Concours 
d’Elegance. The Hudson Italia took a 
similar award at Pebble Beach out of a field 
of 13 cars; none of the others were family 
restorations. Each of the Roth cars have won 
a first in class or a best of show during the 
history of the collection; the most memorable 
being the Muntz win at Palm Springs Desert 
Classic Concours d’Elegance in 1997 and 
the Hudson Italia at the 2000 Muckenthaler 
Motor Car Festival in Fulleron. The ‘55 
Corvette won at Thousand Oaks’ own Red 
Line Corvettes Car Show in 2002 and the 

Maverick Sportster took a first in class at 
Florida’s internationally respected Amelia 
Island Concours in 2007, as well as a best in 
show at the Muckenthaler Motor Car Festival 
in 2008. To carry on their educational theme, 
Fred founded the “Thousand Oaks Car 
Classic” at Cal Lutheran University, a popular 
and successful philanthropic event hosted by 
the Milestone Car Society, the Rotary Club of 
the Conejo Valley and Meguiar’s for 17 years.
 The Roth home was designed and 
constructed for Louis Goebel of Thousand 
Oaks’ famous Jungleland and included large 
areas of covered storage. When the Roths 
made their first inspection in 1962 there was 
an area not unlike a carport, but much larger, 
full of animal transportation crates — Fred 
immediately thought, CARS. 
 After several additions and restoration 
projects the property now includes a beautiful, 
private museum for the “50s American 
Sports Car Collection.” It also houses a broad 
assortment of interests that have evolved over 
the past 30 years to include carousel horses 
and coin operated musical instruments, most 
notably pre-1950 juke boxes.  
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   MOTORINGPURSUITS/ American Journey

(ABOVE) 1956 Italia wins on 
Pebble Beach field (RIGHT) 
First Motor Trend cover

1952 Maverick Sportster 1952 Woodill Wildfire wins at Amelia Island



Experience Traditional Winemaking at its Finest 
Our tasting room is tucked just off Vineyard Drive on a rustic road that takes you past our Zinfandel 
Vineyards, owl boxes, oak trees, and right to our tasting room. Opolo’s scenic hilltop overlooks  
the gorgeous Westside vineyards and can be a perfect location for a beautiful winery wedding 
and it’s also host to our one of a kind events. The most famous being our Harvest Festival &  
Grape Stomp, which takes place in mid-October. Roll up your pants and get ready to stomp!  
The weekend is filled with grape stomping, ethnic-folk dancing, and of course, fabulous Opolo wine.

Visit Opolo Vineyards at 7110 Vineyard Drive, off Highway 46 West in Paso Robles.  
Open 10am-5pm daily. For details please visit www.opolo.com or call (805) 238-9593. 

http://www.opolo.com


H
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   CHATROOM/ March 2015

Hi everyone!  Time for more short stories about big 
people.  

Recently it was all over the news that Gospel music 
legend, Andre Crouch, has passed away.  He made 
such an impact on Gospel music.  Back in the 70’s 
my friend Willie Leopold and I managed the career 
of Andre.  He was a tough act to manage, because, his 
core audience wanted him only to sing to Christian 
audiences.  I asked him one time, “What do you want 
to accomplish?”  He said, he wanted to spread the word 
of God.  I suggested that we go to an audience that was 
not purely Christian - that we open for acts such as 
Earth, Wind, and Fire, so that he could spread the word 
to other Christians such as Pat Boone and BJ Thomas 
who were playing Vegas, but Andre’s core audience 
would have none of it.  He had a wonderful career 
working with the likes of Michael Jackson.  I guess God 
needed a new choir director.  He got the best.  

My friend Jeff Foxworthy is at it again and boy does he hit the nail on 
the head.  He recently said, “If your government believes that the best 
way to eradicate trillions of dollars of debt is to spend trillions more”, 
you might be living in a country run by idiots.

I got a big reaction with my clever words for clever people.  Here’s a 
couple more:  

•  Relief - that’s 
what a tree does 
every year.  

•  Polarize - that’s 
what a penguin 
sees through.

•  Avoidable - 
that’s what a bull-
fighter tries to do.

Elvis had a birthday on January 8th;  he would have been 80.  
Talk about better dead than alive. Last year his estate took in $60 
million.  When he died his estate was worth $10 million.

I’ll leave you with a thought for the day: I want to die peacefully in 
my sleep like my grandfather - not screaming and yelling like the 
passenger in his car.

Well there you have it, more short stories about big people.

www.bobeubanks.com
Follow Bob on Facebook!

SHORT STORIES 
ABOUT BIG PEOPLE
By Bob Eubanks

Andre Crouch

Jeff Foxworthy

Elvis Presley Estate
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   WHAT’SNEWINTOWN/ March 2015

IRITDESIGN  based in Malibu, California, has become almost as 
well known for its famous clientele as it is for its edgy yet elegant 
jewelry. Irit’s pieces are an extension of her own personal style and 
passion for hand-wrought jewelry. Conflict-free diamonds, recycled 
sterling silver, Tahitian pearls, one-of-a-kind antique pieces comprise 
a line that travels effortlessly from the red carpet to everyday wear. 
Celebrities who have worn Irit design include: Halle Berry, Sandra 
Bullock, Michelle Obama and Amy Adams.
Every piece is hand made in the USA.
 
Available at iritdesign.com 310-383-5566

   IRITDESIGN

The Heart of Your Home Is About to Get A Whole Lot Happier.

See a New World of Design Possibilities Open up to You.
104 E. Thousand Oaks Blvd., Thousand Oaks 91360

805-496-6660   
info@thousandoaksfireside.com  

www.thousandoaksfireside.com

Or visit one of our additional 
Southern California locations

Encino
17954 Ventura Blvd.
818-881-4684

Pasadena
1215 E. Walnut St. 
626-792-2136

Glendale/Burbank
921-A E. Broadway Ave.

818-246-0800

http://www.thousandoaksfiresideanddesign.com


31943 Agoura Road | Westlake Village, CA | 91361 | 800.535.9978 | 818.889.0230
westlakevillageinn.com | the-stonehaus.com | bogies-bar.com | med-rest.com

Styled after a private estate and situated among our stunning gardens, vineyards
 and a private lake, we feature distinctive cuisine and backdrops, including our

restaurant, Mediterraneo, our bar and lounge, Bogies and our 
newest addition, Stonehaus, a café and winery.
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If you’re searching for a fresh perspective on home dé-

cor, look no further than Aldik Home. Located in Van 

Nuys, this lush oasis features gorgeous displays of re-

alistic silk flowers, silk plants, custom made artificial 

trees and unique floral arrangements. This L.A. treasure 

is a feast for the eyes and we think it may just become 

your new favorite destination for all things beautiful.

ALDIK HOME

HOME&HEARTH/ March 2015
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A stunning modern pool and spa 
with retaining wall in Encino.

7651 Sepulveda Boulevard
Van Nuys, CA 91405

(818) 988-5970
www.aldikhome.com



PHOTO BY HELENA HOTZL

A celebrated Emmy® nominated actress and producer, Roma Downey 
is best known for her nine seasons as the tender-hearted angel on the 
hit CBS television show “Touched by an Angel” for which Ms. Downey 
earned multiple Emmy® and Golden Globe® best actress nominations. 
   Born in Ireland and classically trained in London, Ms. Downey has 
performed on stage with the famed Abbey Theatre Company and 
has appeared both on and off Broadway. She played the leading role 
of Jackie Kennedy Onassis in the Emmy® award winning six hour 
miniseries for NBC ‘A Woman Named Jackie.’ Ms. Downey not only 
starred in, but executive produced seven television movies for the 
CBS network, among them ‘Borrowed Hearts’ with Eric McCormack 
and ‘Second Honeymoon’ with Tim Matheson. 
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GRACEFUL 
TOUCH 
OF ROMA 
DOWNEY
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Hair/Make-up by Kathleen Hagan  
kathleenhagan.com
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 As President of LightWorkers Media, a United Artists Media 
Group Banner, Downey together with her husband Mark 
Burnett produced the Emmy® nominated mini series ‘The 
Bible’ for History Channel, which was watched by over 100 
million people in the US alone. ‘The Bible’ became the fastest 
selling DVD in the last 5 years. Downey and Burnett also 
produced ‘Son of God,’ a feature film that stunned the box 
office as the 2nd highest-grossing faith movie of all time. 
The couple recently produced ‘The Women of the Bible’ for 
LIFETIME which premiered in December 2014; Downey and 
Burnett are also currently producing a series about divine 
intervention for TLC, ‘The Dovekeepers’ for CBS and ‘A.D.’ 
for NBC; these period dramas are both set to air in 2015. The 
couple will produce Ben-Hur, a reimagining of the classic 
story with MGM and Paramount, set to release Spring 2016. 
 The Hollywood trade publication Variety recognized 
Downey as one of its ‘100 Most Powerful Women in 
Hollywood.’ The Hollywood Reporter included she and 
her husband in its 2013 ‘Rule Breakers’ issue, a year-end 
celebration of innovators within the entertainment industry, 
and Downey won the 2014 ‘Movieguide Grace Award’ for her 
role as Mother Mary. Downey was also honored on Variety’s 
‘Women’s Impact List’ in 2013 and 2014. 
 Privately, Roma Downey and Mark Burnett live in our area 
and enjoy spending time with their three children: James (21), 
Reilly (18) and Cameron (17).  Important members of their 
family also include two giant Irish Wolfhounds - Maximus 
and Maggie May.  Recently, Roma was the keynote speaker at 
Oaks Christian School’s senior graduation ceremony where 
her words resonated deeply with young adults who were 
preparing to take their place in the big, wide world. A woman 
of distinctive grace, Roma Downey shares with us some of her 
innermost thoughts.
Q: You originally hail from Ireland.  How different is it from 
living here in California and do you go back regularly to visit 
family and friends? What was distinctive about your Irish 
upbringing?

“Losing my parents  
at a young age was 
difficult and I have 
missed them terribly 
over the years, but 
I think it made me 
more resourceful and 
courageous, and I  
have tried to live my  
life to make my 
parents proud of me.”

(RIGHT) James, Mark, 
Cameron, Roma & Reilly

COVERSTORY/Roma Downey





ROMA: Yes; I love Ireland and was born 
and raised there until I was 18 years old. 
I left when I went to University and later 
had an opportunity to immigrate to the 
U.S. - first to NY and then west to LA. My 
Mother died when I was just a child and 
my Father died while I was still in college, 
but I have brothers and sisters, nieces and 
nephews all still living over there so I like 
to go back and visit every summer.  

Q: Losing your parents at a very young 
age must have been very tough for you

ROMA: Yes – of course it was difficult 
and I have missed them terribly over 
the years, but I think it made me more 
resourceful and courageous, and I have 
tried to live my life to make my parents 
proud of me.

Q: ‘Touched by and Angel’ was a highly-
successful series that ran from 1994 
- 2003 with multiple Emmy and Golden 
Globes nominations for your role as 
Monica. Did the role live up to your 
expectations or did it exceed it?

ROMA: I loved being a part of Touched 
by an Angel. It was the kind of work you 
did not mind bringing home with you. 
The show was really a blessing for those of 
us making it as well as for those watching. 
It was such an uplifting and inspirational 
experience and, as a believer, it was a 
privilege to be the messenger. Every week 
I got to remind millions of Americans 
that God loves them. I know the show 
helped so many people and touched their 
hearts. I still meet people today who 
share that the series was a blessing in 
their lives. The cast and crew became like 
a family - working together for almost 
ten years. My co-star Della Reese and I 

became especially close and she remains 
an important part of my life to this day. 
We just spent Thanksgiving together. She 
has been like a Mother to me. I loved 
playing Monica to her Tess. She was feisty 
and wise. I was gentle and curious. She 
was loving and I was compassionate. 
We were a good double act. And the 
relationship we have off-screen is very 
much like the one we have on-screen. It’s 
deep and meaningful. Monica was a lovely 
character to breathe life into and develop 
over the years. She was patient and kind 
and caring. She taught me so much. She 
was the best version of myself and when 
the show ended I missed playing her. I 
learned so much from playing her.

Q: Acting demands a great deal from 
you - if you are going to do justice to 
the role you’re playing.  Explain to us 
what you go through when you envelope 
yourself in a character? 

ROMA: Each role demands a different 
kind of preparation. For instance, when 
I played Jackie Kennedy for the six-hour 
mini series ‘A Woman Named Jackie’, I 
did very thorough research, reading all I 
could on Jackie and watching old videos 
to see how she moved and how she spoke 
etc. But for playing Monica, my approach 
was much more instinctive and organic. 
I got to create the character and had to 
reach inside to all the best places in myself 
to find her. Before the main scenes, the 
angel revelation scenes, I would pray; 
less of me and more of God. To this day - 
whether in business or in family - I pray 
before every big decision I have to make. I 
know prayer works.

Q: Tell us more about your relationship 
with Della Reese – on and off the show. 

ROMA: I can’t explain it but when I met 
Della I felt as if I had known her my whole 
life. My Mother had died when I was only 
ten years old and Della’s only daughter 
passed away during filming TBAA. After 
that happened, Della took me in her arms 
and said to me, “You know, baby girl, 
God is so amazing, I always knew he was 
bringing you into my life because you 
needed a Mamma. I just hadn’t realized 
he was bringing you into my life because I 
was going to need a daughter….Will you 
be my baby girl?” and I said, “Yes” and 
she hugged me and said, “Then I am your 
Mamma,” and since then she has been not 
just a friend and a mentor to me, but a 
Mother as well. I feel so very blessed

Q: You have also produced extensively.  
The TV mini series ‘The Bible’ and ‘Son 
of God’ are some of your recent 
productions. Which do you prefer - 
being on the front end of the camera - 
acting - or at the back end - producing? 

ROMA: Over the years I had the good 
fortune to be able to produce a number 
of TV movies and I loved being on the 
other side of the camera. Developing 
material and nurturing the story through 
each stage is a challenge but it’s exciting. 
Now in my 50’s I had thought about 
slowing down but instead I am busier 
than I ever have been. This second act 
of my career is even bigger than my 
first act, so it›s a thrilling time in my 
creative life. I am very excited at the 
opportunities in front of me to produce 
content that is inspiring and up-lifting. 
When I first started my production 
company LightWorkers Media several 
years ago, I was committed to producing 
films and TV series that would add 
value to the world. The Bible Series was 

Hair/Make-up by 
Kathleen Hagan  

kathleenhagan.com
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“Releasing ‘Son of God’ to the big screen was a thrill. 
To be able to share the greatest story ever told with 

the world, and to share the story with people who may 
have never even read the Bible or know the gospels - 
was special.  Also, to work side by side with my own 

husband, Mark Burnett, has been a great joy as well. He 
is my best friend, my beloved and my business partner.”
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our first big production and it was, of 
course, a labor of love. It was a challenge 
to get it produced and hard work filming 
it overseas in rough terrain and tough 
locations, gone from home for many 
months. When we first started, many 
people in Hollywood thought we were 
fools to make it and speculated that no 
one would watch. But over 100 million 
Americans tuned in to watch and 
many millions more around the world, 
revealing audiences are hungry for 
this kind of content. Then last year we 
released our feature film about Jesus “Son 
of God”. We are currently working on an 
exciting new series for NBC called A.D. It 
premieres on Easter Sunday and will run 
for 12 weeks. It follows the Book of Acts. 
We also have a wonderful four-hour mini 
series coming to CBS about the story of 
Masada. It’s called ‘The Dovekeeepers’. 
In the Spring we begin filming an epic 
remake of the 1959 classic ‘Ben Hur’ in 
Europe. It will be released next year. So 
it’s a very busy and creative time and I 
am just loving the new challenges and 
demands it all brings. It’s hard work but 
deeply satisfying. To get to combine what 
I love to do with what I believe is really a 
great privilege.

Q: Of all you’ve accomplished in your 
career, what are you most proud of? 

ROMA: Releasing ‘Son of God’ to the big 
screen was a thrill. To be able to share the 
greatest story ever told with the world, 
and to share the story with people who 
may have never even read the Bible or 
know the gospels - was special.  Also, to 
work side by side with my own husband, 
Mark Burnett, has been a great joy as well. 
He is my best friend, my beloved and my 
business partner.

Q: You were recently the keynote 
speaker at the Oaks Christian School 
Graduation Ceremony.  What were 
some of the key points you conveyed 
to your audience in terms of preparing 
young graduates for life - after they’ve 
completed high school?

ROMA: My daughter Reilly was in that 
graduating class and when I was asked 
to speak I had to check in with her 
that it would be okay. I did not want to 
embarrass her! But she was thrilled and 
she even helped me with my speech. 
I tried out several versions on her as I 
wanted to say something that would 
be heard by these teenagers; I wanted 
to share thoughts and ideas that they 
could take out into the world with them 
as useful tools. One thing I shared was 
a reminder that between stimulus and 
response there is a space. I like to call 
it a “space of grace”. You don’t have to 
live your life in reaction.  We want to 
be conscious and kind. People will not 
remember what you said but they will 
remember how you made them feel.

Q: What has life taught you - and does 
the accumulation of wisdom through 
the years make the journey easier? 

ROMA: I used to think when I get ”there, 
then I will be happy. But now I know 
there is no “there”; it’s all here. I finally 
understand the Wizard of Oz: it was 
here all the time. Life is a journey - not a 
destination. We just keep deepening and 
growing and loving.

Q: Your family life:  What aspects about 
it do you cherish? 

ROMA: I have such a wonderful family. 

My daughter, Reilly, is 18 and off on 
the East Coast at university. My oldest 
step-son, James, is 21 and Cameron is 17 
and about to graduate from Oaks. They 
are great kids and a source of pride and 
joy for us.

Q: What aspects about your life bring 
you absolute joy and contentment? 

ROMA: Traveling with my family; dinner 
together under our big tree in our yard; 
the splash of the pool and laughter of 
the kids in the garden in summer. I love 
working on material that brings hope to 
others. Working with my own husband 
and finding the joy of creating together 
is another source of great contentment. 
Cuddling my giant Irish wolfhounds, 
Maximus and Maggie May, who are my 
gentle giants.

Q: What aspects about your Southern 
Californian lifestyle do you particularly 
appreciate? 

ROMA: I grew up in Ireland and while 
it is beautiful, it rained almost every day, 
so I really appreciate the sunshine and 
the beauty of outdoor activity in southern 
California. Long walks on the beach 
with my dogs or hiking in the trails are 
activities I really like to do. We are so 
fortunate to live here.

Q: You have some exciting releases 
coming out in 2015 and 2016 - 
including ‘The Dovekeepers’, ‘AD’  ‘Little 
Boy’ and ‘Ben Hur’.  Could you tell us a 
bit about what we might look forward to 
in each?

ROMA: You can see the inspirational 
connection in all of these projects. They 

COVERSTORY/Roma Downey

“One thing I shared when I spoke at the Oaks Christian 
School Senior Graduation Ceremony was a reminder 
that between stimulus and response there is a space.  

I like to call it a “space of grace”. You don’t have to live 
your life in reaction.  We want to be conscious and kind. 

People will not remember what you said but they will 
remember how you made them feel.”
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are all designed to open the pathway 
to the heart. I believe when the heart 
is open, then Grace can move in and 
Miracles are possible. 

Q: Favorite food?

ROMA: Potatoes …hey I am Irish after 
all!

Q: Favorite vacation spot in the world? 

ROMA: For a weekend get-away we 
love to go to Big Sur. It’s relaxing and 
beautiful. It has a serenity that restores 
me and regenerates me. We love staying at 
the Post Ranch inn. If we get the chance 
to travel abroad we love to visit Jordan. 
Mark and I actually honeymooned there. 
It’s a beautiful county rich in history and 
natural beauty. The Wadi Rum desert 
is awe-inspiring. Petra is epic and the 
Baptism site of Jesus along the river 
Jordan is beautiful. To be on the very spot 
where Jesus was baptized is profoundly 
moving.

Q: Favorite relaxing activity? 

ROMA: Walking on the beach or hiking 
the hills or curled up in my favorite chair 
reading poetry!

Q: What does a typical weekend 
morning look like in your family 
household? 

ROMA: Gym 7 to 8; Sunlife Organics for 
health shake and wellness shots; beach 
walk with dogs; church, family lunch, lazy 
afternoon of reading or movie watching. 
Hanging out with my kids. Dinner with 
friends.

Q: Who is a person outside of your 
family and friends’ circle that you most 
admire - and what is the admirable 
character trait that person possesses? 

ROMA: I really admire women in 
our business. It is still a boys club and 
the women who are out there pushing 
down the boundaries and being the 
pioneers - inspiring the next generation 
of young women - are amazing. I 
respect tenacity, honesty, integrity 
and hard work. It also really helps 
to have a sense of humor! 

Q: Favorite movie of all 
time? 

ROMA: ‘Gladiator’. I 
love period drama. I love 
the themes. Ridley Scot 

is brilliant. I have a movie star crush 
on Russell Crowe, or more specifically 
on Maximus because  the character has 
integrity and courage. The film is epic, 
emotional, and exciting and the Hans 
Zimmer/Lisa Gerard score is my absolute 
favorite film score of all time 

Q: Any resolutions for 2015? 

ROMA: Well that 5 lbs I was going to 
lose last year. I really am going to lose it 
this year!

COVERSTORY/Roma Downey
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“I really admire women 
in our business. It is still 
a boys club and the women 
who are out there pushing 
down the boundaries 
and being the pioneers - 
inspiring the next 
generation of young 
women - are amazing. 
I respect tenacity, 
honesty, integrity and 
hard work. It also 
really helps to have 
a sense of humor!”
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OOn a long flight across the Atlantic recently, while pacing the aisle to keep my blood from turning 
solid, I looked at the passengers as they were sleeping, watching TV or reading, anonymous faces 
with tired bodies, contorted and restless in their seats, curious to see if there was any notable 
difference in people’s appearance from my first transcontinental flight, fifteen years ago. A wave of 
unexpected nostalgia had engulfed me in the embarking line a few hours before, when I realized 
I was ready to cross the ocean for the thirtieth time in my life, and my complete obliviousness 
to the complexity of the endeavor itself was evened out only by my acute awareness of the time 
passing us by, with nothing and everything to write home about. The airplane was huge, one of 
those modern monsters which lift up in the air hundreds of people like nothing, impressive and 
scary, a world in its own right going about its business unperturbed and aloof. 

  I noticed undeniable changes in the 
appearance of the world from fifteen 
years ago as it unfolded under my eyes 
in the double-deck, wide-body airliner. 
The iphones, ipads, laptops, ipods, ebook 
readers, and sophisticated headphones 
haven’t been in the picture a decade and a 
half ago, nor nothing else of the sort. But the 
look was almost identical. Asked at gunpoint 
to tell the year by the passengers’ fashion 
style, I would have died from innocence. 
In the dimly lit aisle of the upper deck it 
occurred to me that the lack of genuine 
creativity discerned since the 80s in almost 
all non-technological fields may very well be 
a natural human reaction to the obsessive 
IT development, which pushed the limits of 
new, new, new to the point where we maxed 
out our love of and adaptability to newness.  
 We started to feel vulnerable and 
threatened, as our increasing dependency 
upon technological innovations (that alter 
even as we use them) filled our lives with 
hapless consumerism and robbed them of 

(•  ) Jean-Baptiste Alphonse Karr, in original “Plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose” (Les Guêpes, January 1849), meaning “the more it changes, the more it’s the same thing”, usually trans-
lated as “the more things change, the more they stay the same”. Note: Photo Collages by Dumitru Andrei ~ Photos Courtesy of Kaelen.com •   Indigitalimages.com (Jenny Packham by Umberto 
Fratini;  Diane von Furstenberg by Yannis Vlamos;  Reem Acra by Marcus Tondo;) •   LauraBiagiotti.it 

THE MORE THINGS 
CHANGE, THE MORE 
WE STAY THE SAME*    
By Magda Pescariu                                                               
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a meaning. The loneliness which crept into 
our daily routine following the vigorously 
exclusive social media interaction, and the 
disillusion mankind felt when its “endless 
possibility” dream proved to be more a 
taxing “all bets are off” tale, made us long 
for what was old and familiar. It made us 
homesick for a sense of meaning, for the 
feeling that this is all going somewhere for 
a worthwhile reason. The more everything 
changed around us in a tornado of 
innovation and time-saving strategies or 
gadgets, the more we wanted to stay the same, 
in a poetic attempt to seize each moment and 
struggle for each splinter of time – our most 
precious object of desire ever.
 Looking at it this way, the worldwide 
vintage frenzy seems to be more a proof 
of our preservation instinct in action and 
less a symptom of a collective depression. 
In drawing their inspiration from the 70s, 
as unattractive, exaggerated and trashy as 
they have certainly been, artists of all kinds, 
including fashion designers, make an explicit 
and unapologetic point of recycling time, 
recovering some of that decade’s unabashed 
vitality – vibrant, uncomplicated and deeply 
desirable today.
 This summer’s fashion trends are indeed 

a wised-up reiteration of the 70s, destined 
to fit a 21st century feminine silhouette 
which is lean and athletic, with crispy 
accurate proportions.
 Ready-to-wear is polished with couture 
flair, keeping everyday clothing dapper 
and cheerful, with a fluid, sporty and 
relaxed feel, emphasizing the energy 
through natural colors (sparkling 
white and effervescent sea-greens, grays 
and blues, marigold, lavender, Marsala, 
sun-flower yellow, jet, and onyx) and 
far-from-polyester fabrics (weightless 
cottons and feather-light silks), as well as 
through elevating embroideries and exotic 
decorative embellishments, asymmetrical 
cuts and plunging V-necklines.
 A sweeping duster coat peeled back to 
reveal a snug tee and cutaway shorts may 
remind us of sexy Raquel Welch; high-waist 
denim flares with a button fly, paired with 
a rolled-sleeve, popped-collar camp shirt 
will bring to mind a sweet and young Farah 
Fawcett; while structured bra-tops or cap-
sleeve blouses worn with a long pleated 
skirt will give a nod to the good-girl-gone-
bad Faye Dunaway.
 New technologies used in working with 
layers of different fabrics experiment for 
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avant-garde effects of transparency with 
striped organza, crystal-encrusted brocade, 
jet-beaded Crêpe de Chine, and cotton.
 Floaty maxi-dresses in ingénue floral 
spirit à la Joni Mitchell; Jane Fonda-style 
high necklines and pussy-bow blouses; 
halter and empire-waist pleated dresses 
made so familiar by the beloved Charlie’s 
Angel Jaclyn Smith; or the mannish style 
sported so famously by Diane Keaton - 
neckties, vests, baggy trousers and fedora 
hats, they all echo the 70s today, though with 
very different emphasizes and in a different 
master narrative. Nevertheless, if we think 
of the 70s as the transition decade from a 
post-Cold War Western order to a global 
order, we understand better the shared vibe 
with our times: the shock-waves of globality 
that hurt us so deeply, and the stillness of 
remembering what we had and what we lost. 
 Having internalized by now the 
economical restraints generated by the 
unprecedented crisis we still confront, 
and the social remoteness instilled by the 
annihilating social media communication, 
we came to embrace our nostalgia without 
resisting it. The idea is not to pretend 
anymore and mask our disappointments 
with sophistication, but to immerse ourselves 

in nostalgia so decidedly that we end up 
coming out its other side intact and, if I may 
say so, happier. 
 The current nostalgia for the 70s, in 
fashion and other arts as well, may be much 
more than a mood boost or a perceived lack 
of inspiration and of direction; it may help 
us inject some meaning and excitement 
into our lives. Being frank with ourselves 
about the change we suffered (and the 
consequences of this change) turns nostalgia 
first into a healthy critique, and then into 
knowledge and even wisdom.
 As if to confirm my train of thoughts, 
when I got back to my seat I noticed that the 
guy in front of me was watching Argo in a 
transfigured state, the Iran hostage crisis able 
to take him prisoner with the same force, 
regardless of time, space, or circumstances. 
No wonder we want to revisit the decade, for 
we want to restore that thing in us we’ve lost 
in between, call it our self-esteem, or courage, 
or dynamism, or simply our hope. High-
waist cargo-pocket flares, flamenco-style 
bohemian skirts, or any other illustration of 
the 70s, with their brief stylistic shelf live, are, 
in fact, irrelevant in the big scheme of things; 
they are just a costume we decided to wear to 
ease us into feeling a certain way again.

 They say past is a foreign country. It may 
be. But not as foreign as we fear. Things 
change, decade after decade - dramatically, 
radically, irreversibly; and we change with 
them a bit, losing some battles, winning 
some. However, as it was so obvious to me 
on the plane, the world got through a lot 
of technological changes, many of them 
improvements of some sort, but not much 
else had changed visibly, not even my bra 
size. Fifteen years have passed and people 
would wear while travelling long-distance the 
same relaxed jeans, training suits, old comfy 
sweaters, baseball caps and sneakers. They 
would use their time while floating over the 
ocean the same way, as wisely as possible, 
making up for the lost sleep, for the books 
unread, for the Oscar-nominated movies 
skipped, and for the bypassed daydreaming. 
They would celebrate this way their stubborn 
resistance to idealization of newness and 
change at all costs, giving in to their yearning 
not for any belle époque particularly, but for 
staying true to themselves and to something 
inside them worth being trusted. And I don’t 
think this is nostalgia, as much as it is a way 
of recognizing what now seems too much to 
ask for, and of saying we can drown in honey, 
too, so we have to be careful.
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1. LES BOUDOIRS

Hanako Bodysuit by  
Erica M. $120. Available in 
Black and Red. Les Boudoirs. 
Westlake Plaza. 966 S.  
Westlake Blvd. Suite 10.  
www.lesboudoirs.com
 
2. CURTIS DAHL  

PHOTOGRAPHY

Wedding Photography, Fam-
ily Portraits, Bar/Bat Mitzvah, 
Special Event Photography. 
818.346.3245.   
www.curtisdahl.com

3. REDESIGN FACIAL  

SPA PACKAGE 

Turn the clock back on your 
skin with the reDESIGN Fa-
cial Spa Package. Stimulates 
and tones the skin for a more 
radiant, youthful appearance. 
$450. Call 805.390.4075

4. ILENE’S BOUTIQUE

CHANEL Vintage. Ilene’s Bou-
tique. 1145 Lindero Cyn. Rd. 
Westlake Village. 805.373.6633

5. MASTRO’S RESTAURANTS

Mastro’s Restaurants is a col-
lection of sophisticated, classic 
Steakhouses and Ocean Club 
seafood locations - recognized 
for its world-class service, 
highly-acclaimed cuisine and 
live entertainment. Led by Ex-
ecutive Chef Adrian Giese, the 
Thousand Oaks menu includes 
Lobster Mashed Potatoes, the 
New York Strip, and the Warm 
Butter Cake. 2087 East Thou-
sand Oaks Blvd, Thousand 
Oaks. 805-418-1811
www.mastrosrestaurants.com
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6. WESTLAKE VILLAGE INN SPA

Enjoy a soothing Spa Treat-
ment in one of the lush treat-
ment rooms pool-side at the 
Westlake Village Inn. Immerse 
yourself in this blissful experi-
ence and choose from a variety 
of heavenly massages and sig-
nature facials. Gift certificates 
available.  Call 818.889.0230. 
31943 Agoura Rd., Westlake 
Village. www.westlakevillage-
inn.com/spa-wellness 

7. MALIBU SURFBOARDS

Hit the surf with a custom-
design board from Malibu 
Surfboards or check out their 
vast array of boards and ap-
parel. Malibusurfboards.com  
888.456.7668

8. IRIT DESIGN

Irit Design is known for 
exquisite, one- of- a -kind 
diamond pieces. Earrings 
shown: $4,800. Available 
at iritdesign. 310-383-5566 
www.iritdesign.com 

9. PACIFIC PATIO FURNITURE

Stylish, elegant outdoor 
furniture. Pacific Patio Fur-
niture. 28505 Canwood St., 
Agoura Hills. 818.949.6120.   
www.pacpatio.com

10. TOP FLIGHT MENTALITY

Executive Performance Con-
sultants Kathryn Scardino 
and Devin Markle help 
athletes master their mental 
game in order to comple-
ment their physical talent. 
For more information about 
taking control of your game 
– contact Top Flight Mental-
ity. 818-474-1597
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THE SOBERING FACTS ON 
SEX TRAFFICKING
By Diana Addison Lyle
Despite the fact that Sex Trafficking has been prevalent in society for thousand of years, the 
concerning realization is that it’s not decreasing.  Quite the contrary: it’s increasing. This is despite 
the fact that in the last century, a concerted effort has been made to officially recognize the practice 
and cast legislation that protects the rights of the victims. However, the perpetrators of human sex 
trafficking are wily, street-smart and manipulative.  They are cunning experts in how to evade law 
enforcement and they know how to move their victims away from the radar with false promises. 
While the illegal drug industry is the largest illegal industry in the world, sex trafficking has grown 
into the 2nd largest illegal industry in the world…on a par with illegal arms trafficking.
 Unlike prostitution, sex trafficking is 
when a person is sold as a commodity 
and made to work in the commercial 
sex business for the profit of somebody 
else.  The motivation is that it profits the 
traffickers.  It’s very lucrative for them. It 
also involves girls who are younger than 18 
years old. You can sell that person over and 
over again and continue to make money. 
Most countries have similar laws to the 
United States. It’s illegal to traffic a minor 
under 18, and it’s illegal to traffic somebody 
against their will. The problem is the 
lack of law enforcement resources and in 
countries where corruption and kick-backs 
are commonplace, silence can often be 
bought.  Lack of value of women in society 
also accounts for the high prevalence of sex 
trafficking in certain parts of the world.  

THE CONSEQUENCES OF  
POVERTY AND IGNORANCE
There are many complex reasons behind 
this cruel practice: Oftentimes parents 
are complicit in the deal because they are 
desperate for money and so they literally 
sell their daughters to someone who 
promises them money in return.  For that 
reason, sex trafficking is most prevalent in 
poorer countries where people don’t know 
where their next meal is coming from.  
Oftentimes the girls are very young – some 
as young as 4 years old – although the 
average age for trafficking underage girls 
is usually 13 or 14 years old. Wherever 
poverty reigns, girls are promised ‘good 
jobs’ in other countries. They have no 
choice but to follow the lie and so they 

move away – with no protection – and 
completely unaware of the torture that lies 
ahead for them.  The ‘escort’ hands the girls 
over to their ‘employers’ for sex and once 
the girls discover the true nature of their 
employment, it is too late for them - and 
escape is both impossible and dangerous.

THE INTERNATIONAL SPECTRUM
In countries such as India where arranged 
marriages take place, oftentimes a young 
teenage girl is told that she is to marry an 
older man whom she has never met:  her 
family sells her off to a perverted situation 
where she is either raped by her new 
husband or the marriage proposal turns 
out to be fake and the man sells the girl 
off into bondage. These girls are viewed 
as financial commodities – not humans 
with feelings. The traffickers do the 
transportation from the source area to the 
destination. In a lot of cases, particularly 
in India, girls are brought in from Nepal 
and Bangladesh from poor families.  The 
traffickers promise the families that money 
will be sent back to them, but in reality that 
family may never hear from them again.

DEMAND
In countries like Cambodia and the 
Philippines – the demand for young girls 
is high so sex traffickers take advantage 
of that demand and ply their clients with 
whatever they desire.  Oftentimes it is 
foreign men who visit these countries 
and exploit these girls (some of whom 
are American) and so they add to the 
demand.

DEBT BONDAGE
This involves the girl being held by her 
employer until she earns enough money 
to repay the employer for the expenses he 
paid to acquire her.  The set amount usually 
exceeds the actual costs and may take the 
girl years to pay off. Even then, it is common 
for the woman to be forced to continue 
working for her employer to sell her back 
into debt bondage and back into a system 
from which she cannot escape (unless she 
dies of AIDS).

SEX TRAFFICKING IN OUR  
NEIGHBORHOOD
Detective Corporal Officer Dave Ruggiero of 
the City of Ventura Police Department has 
dealt extensively with sex trafficking in our 
own area of California – where the practice 
is regarded as a major crime – and yet so 
many of the traffickers get away with it. Here 
are some sobering facts based on Detective 
Corporal Dave Ruggiero’s experiences in the 
last 10 years:
 “We’re finding that sex trafficking is 
particularly prevalent in Ventura County 
because we don’t have the same proactive 
units that L.A. County has; they have a 
full-time human-trafficking task force. 
Resultantly, many pimps (traffickers) move 
their victims across county lines to avoid 
detection. They know that the resources in 
Ventura County are limited and that they can 
hide their crime – especially if they keep their 
girls ‘on the move’. If we had the resources to 
fight sex trafficking in the same strength as 
we have an established narcotics unit, we’d 
have far more success in expunging it.  We 

  WORLDAFFAIRS/ Sex Trafficking

Andres Sarda
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find minors being trafficked throughout 
hotels in Ventura County.”

PORTRAIT OF A SEX TRAFFICKER
Detective Dave Ruggiero continues: “The 
‘pimps’ are experts in what they do.  They 
know to keep the girls on the move all the 
time so that they don’t form connections 
with anybody who may want to help them. 
The pimps are masters at manipulation. 
They start off by grooming the girls and 
exploiting their vulnerabilities.  They know 
that these girls don’t have resources and 
they promise them the stars. The stars end 
up being plain prostitution – and in the 
case of underage minors, it’s sex trafficking. 
Oftentimes the girls are afraid of their 
pimps and sometimes they fall in love 
with them.  Either way, escape is nearly 
impossible for them.”

REASONS GIRLS FALL INTO  
SEX TRAFFICKING IN CALIFORNIA:
• Girls who are ‘runaways’ and who might 
be on drugs. Runaways are often abused 
or come from homes where family ties are 
destroyed or non-existent. Some even come 
from seemingly stable middle class homes 
but this is more the exception

• When girls are estranged from their fami-
lies and have little parental support (due 
to drugs, incarceration, divorce, previous 
neglect or abuse), pimps detect that they are 
rudderless and lure them into their webs

• Girls with criminal backgrounds and a 
corrupted value system are easily lured into 
sex trafficking

• Girls with low self-esteem. They want 
money so they’ll play the part and they’ll 
reason with themselves that it’s more money 
than they’d be making anywhere else. In 
order to accept where they are and not go 
completely crazy, they’ll accept this sub 
culture of sex workers as their family. They 
view police as outsiders and enemies

• Girls who cross the borders into the U.S. 
illegally become victims of this trade. Their 
smuggler tells them that he is owed money 
and the girl has to work off the debt by be-
ing sold into sex trafficking. For that reason 
sex trafficking in Ventura County is often 
found in the Latino communities. They are 
too scared to approach law enforcement 
because of their illegal status

• The internet is a powerful advertising tool 
for pimps.  Girls who spend lots of unsu-
pervised time on their computers are prime 
targets for pimps

• The state of Nevada has legalized prostitu-
tion (for girls 18 and over) so any girl who 
is a runaway to that area is easily spotted by 
sophisticated pimps and she may well be 
underage – which then constitutes illegal 
sex trafficking (not prostitution)

Detective Dave Ruggiero’s encounters with 
these underage girls is nothing short of 
heart-wrenching. He describes a recent case: 

“We found a 17-year-old girl at a Ventura 
hotel. She told us that she grew up in foster 
care.  Her parents were on drugs or in jail. 
When she was 14, she was found by a pimp 

and prostituted. She’d been doing it for 4 
years. She had cuts up and down her arms 
that appeared to be self-inflicted. That night 
– before we spoke with her – she’d been raped 
and when I asked her about it, she crumbled 
into a ball and cried uncontrollably. Sex 
trafficking takes a terrible toll on these girls – 
both mentally and physically. The lifestyle is 
exceptionally damaging.  Once they’ve been 
exploited in the sex trade business they see 
themselves as hopeless and valueless.  A girl 
I recently spoke with summed herself up as 
‘damaged.’ It’s a hopeless kind of depressed 
resignation of their life.”

“Sex trafficking in our area often takes 
place in residential brothels. We also see a 
prevalence of it in Asian Massage Parlors. It 
starts out as prostitution and it’s only a matter 
of time before under-age girls are roped 
into it and exploited. What we want the 
girls to know is that if they cooperate with 
law enforcement and help us by informing 
us who their pimps are – we are primarily 
wanting to go after the root of the problem 
– not the victims.  In decades past, it was the 
sex workers themselves who were ‘busted’.  
That’s no longer the case. If the minor 
cooperates with us and identifies herself as a 
victim, our goal is to find the pimps.”
 Detective Ruggiero has worked 
internationally with International Justice 
Mission (IJM). IJM develops relations with 
local police in those countries so that they 
can assist places that are radically under-
resourced in fighting the problem. 
 In our area, Pearls of Gratitude is a new 
501c(3) organization that raises awareness 
of the issue of sex trafficking and they raise 
funds to support Forever Found and other 
organizations who do stellar work on the 
problem.  According to Detective Ruggeiro, 
“rehabilitating the girls after they come out 
of the sex trafficking industry is a critical 
component of their recovery, and Forever 
Found puts the girls in private homes where 
they build up their self esteem with experts 
who navigate the process. We have found that 
these private homes are the best option for 
these girls who are mentally and physically 
scarred. With this collective group effort, 
things are moving in the right direction.  It 
takes a village to give these girls hope for 
their futures.”
 If anybody would like to help or learn 
more, contact ‘Pearls of Gratitude’ 
– Nancy Jones at this email address: 
pearlsofgratitude@yahoo.com

WORLDAFFAIRS/ Sex Trafficking
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In countries like Cambodia and 
the Philippines – the demand 
for young girls is high so sex 
traffickers take advantage of that 
demand and ply their clients with 
whatever they desire. Oftentimes 
it is foreign men who visit these 
countries and exploit these girls 
(some of whom are American)  
and so they add to the demand.
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Green Printing Makes Sense.

Whether you arrive at your decision to become more environmentally-friendly 
as a cost savings measure, a new direction for marketing your business, or simply 
to do something to make the planet a better place to live; Custom Printing 
can help you get started.

Vegetable & Soy based inks 
Water based Aqueous Coatings 
FSC certified recycled paper 
Ozone friendly water solutions

Take a plant tour at 
www.customprintinginc.com 
click on “behind the scenes.”

805.485.3700

Custom_WestlakeMalibu.indd   1 6/1/11   2:40:22 PM

http://www.customprintinginc.com


SIGI & PAM, ESTATE DIRECTORS 
www.sigiandpam.com
Privately Gated Mediterranean Estate
3855 Brunston Court, Westlake Village

Fabulous and privately gated Mediterranean view estate on 9+ acres with beautiful flowing floor plan, quality 
appointments and incredible grounds. Approx. 9,600 sq. ft with 7BR + 6.5BA plus media room and library.  
The guest house features a morning kitchen. Entertainer’s yard with pool, cascading spa, BBQ cooks’ center and 
basketball court compliment the grounds. This stunning estate was designed with an eye for entertaining.    
Relax and begin making your memories here. Southern California at its best! Offered at $6,500,000

1155 Lindero Canyon Rd., Westlake Village, CA  91362
Direct:  818-879-2999  •  Email:  sigiandpam@sigiandpam.com
sigiandpam.com  BRE:  00589771; 00669728

   HOME&HEARTH/Sigi &Pam
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SIGI & PAM, ESTATE DIRECTORS 
www.sigiandpam.com
North Ranch View Estate
www.4301GolfCourse.com
4301 Golf Course Drive, Westlake Village
One of a kind estate. Builder’s own with no expenses spared.  Located on park like grounds, this sophisticated 
golf course estate offers California living at its best. A dramatic foyer with a sweeping circular staircase leads to 
perfectly proportioned living areas.   The private & romantic master suite overlooks the lushly landscaped gar-
dens, the golf course & the mountains beyond.  This home offers a true entertainer’s yard with pool, spa, BBQ 
center, putting green, gazebo & covered loggia; all with magnificent views. Here is a modern lifestyle complete 
with the finest quality throughout & attention to every detail. Offered at $2,999,000

1155 Lindero Canyon Rd., Westlake Village, CA  91362
Direct:  818-879-2999  •  Email:  sigiandpam@sigiandpam.com
sigiandpam.com  BRE:  00589771; 00669728

   HOME&HEARTH/Sigi &Pam    HOME&HEARTH/ Sigi & Pam
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SIGI & PAM, ESTATE DIRECTORS 
www.sigiandpam.com
Privately Gated Mediterranean View Estate on Approx. 3 Acres
2020 Upper Ranch Rd., Westlake Village
www.2020UpperRanch.com
One of the most distinctive & unique Mediterranean Estates in all of North Ranch! From the moment you enter 
the gated driveway, lined with mature oak trees, it is evident that this property is a rare gem.  The driveway  
culminates at a circular courtyard, accentuated by beautiful landscaping leading to a gated patio & formal entry.  
A two-bedroom guest house with outdoor kitchen is perched above the saltwater pool, with cascading water-
fall & slide. The remaining backyard is ideal for true California living, & includes a regulation-sized basket ball 
court & 300-yard putting/chipping golf course.  Offered at $3,100,000

1155 Lindero Canyon Rd., Westlake Village, CA  91362
Direct:  818-879-2999  •  Email:  sigiandpam@sigiandpam.com
sigiandpam.com  BRE:  00589771; 00669728
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SIGI & PAM, ESTATE DIRECTORS 
www.sigiandpam.com
Stunning Sherwood Estate with Breathtaking Views
824 West Stafford Road, Lake Sherwood
www.824WestStafford.com
The beautiful “Castalia” radiates as one of Sherwood’s stunning fairway homes. Understated yet stately over-
looking the 3rd fairway of the famed Lake Sherwood golf course.   The estate is a heavenly site with unbelievable 
views.  For golfers and non-golfers alike, this home is sure to be appreciated as the ultimate paradise.  Approx. 
4,600 sq. ft. of luxurious living space will capture the hearts of the sophisticated buyer.  With its perfect setting 
and spacious floor plan, this home easily accommodates every occasion.  Offered at $3,295,000

1155 Lindero Canyon Rd., Westlake Village, CA  91362
Direct:  818-879-2999  •  Email:  sigiandpam@sigiandpam.com
sigiandpam.com  BRE:  00589771; 00669728

   HOME&HEARTH/ Sigi & Pam
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•  Private and Expansive 2.6 Acre Lot
•  Privately Gated
•  Nearly 6,700 Square Feet
•  6 Bedrooms plus 6.5 Baths
•  Two Story Entry
•  Stone Floors and Stone Archway Accents
•  Wood Paneled Office/Library
•  Large Family Room with Wet Bar
•  Temperature Controlled Wine Wall 

•  Center Island Kitchen
•  Separate Gym
•  Custom Pool and Spa
•  Flat, Park-Like Manicured Lawns
•  Sports Court
•  Stone Covered Loggia with Fireplace 
•  Outdoor Kitchen
•  4 Car Garage plus Circular Driveway

   HOME&HEARTH/ Jordan Cohen Estates

Spectacular, Authentic Mediterranean Estate
www.UpperRanchEstate.com 
Offered at $3,500,000

DRE 01103362

For further information, contact: Jordan Cohen 
#1 RE/MAX Agent in the Western United States
www.jordancohen.com • 818.435.5220   
Follow me on                                 @jordancohen21
Follow me on                                 @jordancohen1



•  Custom Single Level Showplace
•  Approximately 7,800 Square Feet
•  Located on a 1 Acre Private Lot
•  6 Bedrooms plus 6.5 Baths
•  Gourmet, Double Island Kitchen
•  Family Room with Two Story Ceilings
•  Home Theater
•  Bonus/Game Room
•  Temperature Controlled Wine Closet
•  Gorgeous Hardwood and Stone Floors

•  Amazing Indoor/Outdoor Living
•  Golf Course and Mountain Views
•  Pool and Spa with Fountains & Water Features
•  Outdoor Kitchen
•  Fire Pit plus Separate Outdoor Fireplace
•  Sports Court
•  Massive Manicured Lawns
•  Tremendous Covered Patios
•  End of Cul-De-Sac Location
•  Professionally Designed Throughout

One of Lake Sherwood’s Finest Private Estates!
www.PremierSherwoodEstate.com
Offered at $8,250,000

DRE 01103362

For further information, contact: Jordan Cohen 
#1 RE/MAX Agent in the Western United States
www.jordancohen.com • 818.435.5220   
Follow me on                                 @jordancohen21
Follow me on                                 @jordancohen1



•  Approximately 4,100 Square Feet
•  Private and Serene Setting
•  Nearly 1.5 Acres of Land
•  Located at the end of a Cul-De-Sac 
•  Completely Remodeled with High Quality Finishes
•  4 Bedrooms plus 4 Baths
•  Separate Office
•  Detached Pool/Guest House with Bath

•  Beamed Ceilings
•  Gorgeous Wood Floors
•  5 Wood Burning Fireplaces
•  Gourmet Center Island Kitchen
•  Master Bedroom Suite with His and Hers Closets
•  All New Pool and Spa with Slide and Waterfall
•  Outdoor Kitchen
•  Nestled Amongst Mature Oaks and Running Stream

   HOME&HEARTH/ Jordan Cohen Estates

Striking Single Level North Ranch Estate
www.3957SkeltonCanyon.com
Offered at $1,899,000

DRE 01103362

For further information, contact: Jordan Cohen 
#1 RE/MAX Agent in the Western United States
www.jordancohen.com • 818.435.5220   
Follow me on                                 @jordancohen21
Follow me on                                 @jordancohen1



•  Privately Gated
•  7556 Square Feet
•  Nearly 1.5 Private Acres
•  Spectacular Unobstructed Views
•  6 Bedrooms plus 8 Baths
•  Home Theater
•  Bonus Room
•  Two Separate Offices
•  Soaring Beamed Ceilings

•  Stone and Wood Floors
•  Dramatic Master Suite
•  Master Bath with Steam Shower & Heated Floors
•  Detached Pool  House
•  Pool and Spa
•  Putting Green
•  Outdoor Covered Entertainment Area with Fireplace
•  Massive Manicured Lawns
•  Remodeled Mediterranean Villa

Premier North Ranch Custom Estate
www.PremierNorthRanch.com
Offered at $4,249,000

DRE 01103362

For further information, contact: Jordan Cohen 
#1 RE/MAX Agent in the Western United States
www.jordancohen.com • 818.435.5220   
Follow me on                                 @jordancohen21
Follow me on                                 @jordancohen1
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2300 White Stallion Road, Hidden Valley, CA 91361
www.2300WhiteStallionRoad.com   
Offered at $9,888,000 
20 gorgeous acres and 2 private gates envelop this breathtaking Italian Villa. 
This exclusive retreat in prestigious White Stallion Estates provides an  
exceptional tranquil setting and boasts valley and mountain views.  
The main residence spans approx. 12,464SF and features a dramatic 2-story 
entry, great room with 35ft. ceiling, Oak library, formal living room, dining 
room, a chef’s kitchen with breakfast room and 4 family bedrooms with  
en-suite bathrooms. The spacious master suite features separate dual  
walk-in closets and bathrooms, large balcony and sitting area with views. 
Other amenities include an elevator, huge bonus room and a detached pool 
house with full kitchen and bath and a 3500-bottle temperature controlled 
wine cellar.  Manicured park-like grounds, lighted tennis court, infinity pool, 
spa, orchard, 3-green golf course with sand traps and 2 additional building 
pads complete this trophy property.

CAPITAL RESIDENTIAL YACHTING

Presented by:  
Nicole Van Parys 805.795.1880   Nicole.VanParys@evusa.com
Gary Nesen 818.929.1700   Gary.Nesen@evusa.com
www.WestlakeVillage.EVUSA.com

Presented by:  
Myra Nourmand  310.666.5822  
MyraNourmand@nourmand.com



   HOME&HEARTH

590 West Stafford Road, 
Lake Sherwood, CA 91361
www.590WestStaffordRoad.com
Offered at $$4,750,000 
This Elegant French styled Estate reflects balanced  
harmony throughout the entire property. Nestled on the 
4th Fairway of the world renowned Sherwood Country 
Club. The formal lounge with its high ceilings, French silk 
lined walls and imported French 18th Century marble 
fireplace is a true expression of elegance. The stunning 
master quarters frame the fabulous views, featuring a 
spacious master lounge. The Master bathroom is mag-
nificent with a large steam shower, Jacuzzi bath, walk-in 
closets which create the perfect spa retreat complement-
ing the perfect moment to relax in this very spacious suite. 
The State-of-the-art movie theater is a wonderful enter-
tainment addition to this home. A home that is a fabulous 
expression of how we choose to live because it is truly an 
elegant lifestyle with so much attention to detail in all  
areas throughout the estate. This is a turnkey home 
reflecting gracious qualities and architectural design in 
perfect proportions. 

CAPITAL RESIDENTIAL YACHTING

Presented by:  
Nicole Van Parys 805.795.1880   Nicole.VanParys@evusa.com
Gary Nesen 818.929.1700   Gary.Nesen@evusa.com
www.WestlakeVillage.EVUSA.com





State of the art huge dedicated professional home theater room

Enormous Great Room featuring fireplace, wet bar w/granite counters, and gleaming wood flooring



Rosemary Allison 
Estates Director, Coldwell Banker
In 2014, Rosemary Allison achieved the remarkable feat being 
named in the Wall Street Journal “Real Trends,” as one of the 250 
top producing Realtors in the USA. Underscoring her reputation as 
one of the West’s leading luxury real estate professionals, Rosemary 
innately understands the finer points of caring for clients with high 
net worth, and even higher expectations; Rosemary masterfully 
unites sellers of the finest homes in Los Angeles & Ventura County 
with quality buyers from across the globe.  Spanning nearly four 
decades of experience in the Southern California residential arena, 
her aggressive color magazine & mall media advertising as well as 
her strategic web positioning of her listings brings you the exposure 
needed in today’s competitive market and top value for your property
 Rosemary brings each of her exclusive listings to a global audience 
with discretion, taste and visionary marketing. Join Rosemary’s long 
list of satisfied Buyers & Sellers by calling her today. 
 It doesn’t cost any more to use the best! Put Rosemary’s experience 
to work for you today!

11186 Sumac Lane, Santa Rosa Valley CA 91362
www.11186Sumac.com  Offered at $2,890,000
Located in Santa Rosa Valley this one-story Mediterranean-inspired villa captures sunlit 
views across lush lawns on an acre corner lot with a stamped circular drive. Enormous  
Great Room featuring fireplace, wet bar w/granite counters, w/sink, refrigerator/wine cooler 
and Viking commercial ice machine, high-coffered ceilings, expansive windows. Rearyard 
amenities including lighted North/South tennis court, resort-style solar-heated pool with 
waterfall and rock-formed flowing slide. State-of-the-art huge dedicated professional home 
theater room. Downstairs master bedroom suite with fireplace, his and her closets, luxurious 
master bath with whirlpool bath and custom glass enclosed shower. Oversized 4-car garage 
with compressed air system.
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Rear yard amenities including regulations sized lighted North/South tennis court

   HOME&HEARTH/ Rosemary Allison

rosemaryallison@aol.com
www.CallRosemary.com
805.491.2100
CA DRE # 00545184

mailto:rosemaryallison@aol.com
http://www.CallRosemary.com


NOT OFFERED IN MLS
Rosemary Allison’s Exclusive Listing
2874 Redondo Avenue,  
Santa Rosa Valley, CA
www.2874Redondo.com
Offered at only $1,539,000

SANTA ROSA VALLEY 6 BEDROOM 
COUNTRY POOL ESTATE WITH  
DETACHED GARAGE WITH SPACE FOR 
6+ CARS Stunning Rancho Santa Rosa 
Country Estate Home. Unique floor plan 
which provides for multi-generational  
living, downstairs 2 bedrooms which 
could be considered master bedroom 
suites w/walk-in closets & separate full 
baths. Remodeled kitchen w/custom 
cabinetry, SS appliances & granite  
counters. Soaring volume ceilings,  
family rm & living rm w/fireplace. 
Upstairs master bedroom w/fireplace, 
sauna & luxurious bathroom w/large 
shower. Swimming pool w/spa, & 6-car 
garage. Offered at only $1,539,000
rosemaryallison@aol.com
www.CallRosemary.com  805.491.2100

   HOME&HEARTH/ Rosemary Allison

CA DRE # 00545184

mailto:rosemaryallison@aol.com
http://www.CallRosemary.com




3069 Calvert reduced to $1,275,000  
Santa Rosa Valley, CA
www.3069Calvert.com
On a Clear Day you Can see Forever!
Million Dollar view and lot! Tuscan influenced villa with 
huge flat lot on flat cul de sac with amazing views! 
On a Clear Day you can see forever! Panoramic view 
home set on a promontory point at the end of cul de sac, 
spectacular 180 degree mountain and valley views  
all the way past the harbor to the Channel Islands.  
Oversized rear yard complete with swimming pool,  
spa and grassy area. 2 story,4 bed, 3ba home.  
Lots of upgrades including travertine,gourmet island 
kitchen with granite counters. Gleaming durable  
Eternity wood composition flooring.Large granite kitchen 

w/center island, stainless  
appliances, custom paint &  
molding throughout, grand  
custom wrought iron staircase. 
4th bedroom (or office) on main 
floor, has full bath adjacent. 
Master w/huge walk-in closet. 
4 acres endless Resort styled rear 
yard w/newer large salt water 
solar heated pool with spa,  
outdoor gourmet grilling area in 
the nightscape illuminated patio 
and spectacular landscape lighting 
for memorable entertaining. 
rosemaryallison@aol.com
www.CallRosemary.com  805.491.2100

   HOME&HEARTH/ Rosemary Allison

CA DRE # 00545184

mailto:rosemaryallison@aol.com
http://www.CallRosemary.com
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291 Garden Drive  
Sherwood Country Club, CA 
291GardenDrive.com
 Magnificent Sherwood Country Club custom Cape 
Cod property that replicates the splendor of a 
Hamptons style Colonial Estate. Breathtaking views 
of the mountains & Jack Nicklaus golf course,  
situated overlooking the 16th fairway. Boasts exquisite 
molding, millwork, custom wainscoting, designer 
window coverings, hand-hewn wood floors, French 
doors, & volume ceilings throughout. The bright, 
open, & spacious 8,005 sq. ft. interior offers a  
wonderful flow to include 4 bedrooms, 4.5 baths, 
master suite, 2 guest rooms, maid’s quarters,  
gourmet kitchen with attached breakfast room,  
pantry, & butler’s pantry, great room, formal living 
room, formal dining room, office/library with games 
room, a family room with a second office, laundry 
room, grand foyer spiral staircase & elevator. The 
stunning formal gardens include an infinity pool & 
spa, plus patio for entertaining, 3.5 car garage, & 
double entry driveway with porte cochere. $5,995,000
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Gated hilltop property on the highest Sherwood lot, extraordinary one-
of-a-kind, crown jewel, approximately 5.2 acres with a 1.15 acre flat pad 
and 360-degree views, located in the exclusive guard gated community of 
Sherwood Country Club Estates.  A masterpiece featuring 6 bedrooms, 8.5 
bathrooms, approximately 11,000 sq. ft. with stunning views of the lake, 

golf course and surrounding mountains.  Built with impeccable quality inside and out using the finest materials, workmanship 
and color schemes.  Outstanding floor plan utilizes the breathtaking views from every window.  Gorgeous backyard with 
guest house, infinity pool and spa.  This property is truly magnificent! $12,990,000

2593 Newbern Court 
Sherwood Country Club, CA 
UltimateSherwoodEstate.com
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For further information, contact:
Nicki LaPorta 805.390.6591
Karen Crystal 805.625.0304
Ewing & Associates/Sotheby’s

976 West Stafford Road 
Sherwood Country Club, CA 
976StaffordRoad.com  
Stunning Shingle style home whose captivating New England  
seaside allure offers incomparable craftsmanship and artisan work, 
and is situated overlooking the 16th Fairway of the Jack Nicklaus golf 
course. Over 8,500 sq. ft. with 5 bedrooms and 7.5 baths, this refined 
and comfortable living space is graciously designed by an Architectural 
Digest 100 interior designer with a soothing color scheme and antique 
reclaimed floors. Upon entering the foyer of the home you are greeted 
with a spectacular view through the voluminous windows of the  
elegant living room. Step out onto the charming wrap around verandah 
and be immersed in the peaceful tranquility, natural landscaping, pool 
and privacy. Truly a landmark estate! $5,750,000

Vice Presidents  
international Marketing directors

www.nickiandkaren.coM

805.390.6591  805.625.0304
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 In the spring of 2009, I was asked to 
speak to a local organization about the 2008 
economic collapse and how the Federal 
Reserve was trying to tackle the problem.  It 
is important to note that over many decades, 
former Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke closely 
studied the Great Depression of the 1930s 
and the collapse of the Japanese economy in 
the 1990s.  In fact, the Japanese stock market 
peaked near 40,000 in January 1990 and 
today is still nowhere near that level.  
 From his research, Bernanke formulated 
a plan of action that he believed would have 
prevented much of the economic damage.  
Sadly, an opportunity to put his plan to work 
came about in 2008.  While his plan was mul-
tifaceted and very complex, I was determined 
to come up with an easy way to explain what 
he was trying to accomplish and the basics 
of how it was supposed to work.   A few days 
before the speaking event, I developed an 
analogy that I still believe is helpful in un-
derstanding and visualizing what the Fed has 
been up to and I’ve divided it into four parts.

1. Picture our economy as a balloon filled 
with air.  The balloon is inflated to a certain 
size because of the air molecules inside 
and the movement of those molecules.   
Similarly, our economy was at its 2007 level 
because of the dollars in our economy and 
the movement of those dollars.  Further, it is 
important to note that the supply of dollars 
is controlled by the Fed and the movement 
of those dollars is controlled by all of us 

and how fast we acquire and spend them.  
Economists call this the velocity of money.

2. Consider how the balloon would shrink 
if air molecules were destroyed and/or 
stopped moving as much.  Similarly, our 
economy began to shrink in 2008 as dollars 
were destroyed by massive investment losses 
on stocks, real estate, and Lehman’s col-
lapse.  Further, the movement of the dollars 
remaining in our economy slowed down 
- causing the economy to shrink even more.  
The velocity of money slowed significantly 
as we all began to hold onto our dollars 
longer and not spend them as readily.  Just 
think back to how empty many stores, res-
taurants, and hotels were in 2009 and 2010.
 So, this is the point at which the Fed 
stepped in and initiated a process to slow 
down the economic decline, stabilize it, and 
eventually help the economy grow again.  
The Fed, however, cannot increase the veloc-
ity of money by forcing us to move more 
dollars through our economy, but it can cre-
ate more dollars.   Now back to the balloon! 

3. Consider that a balloon could be inflated 
to a certain size by determining how many 
molecules would be required when mul-
tiplied by the impact of their movement.  
Thus, more molecules with less movement 
could create the same size balloon as fewer 
molecules with more movement.  Accord-
ingly, the Fed set about to create enough 
dollars, that when combined with the 

velocity of money, would begin to slow the 
economic collapse.  As more dollars were 
created every month, it began to stabilize 
the economy, and eventually, it helped the 
economy to grow again.  
 The Fed’s actions have thus far prevented 
the United States from going down the de-
flationary path like we did in the 1930s and 
Japan has over the past 20 years.  However, 
the fear of inflation still looms given all the 
dollars created. 

4. Once again, picture our economy as the bal-
loon, but now with a historically high number 
of dollar molecules moving at a historically 
slow pace.  But recently, the dollar molecules 
have begun to move faster as our economy im-
proves and we all spend more readily and the 
velocity of money picks up.  If we think of de-
flation as the balloon shrinking too much and 
inflation as the balloon expanding too much, 
these concerns cause the Fed to worry that 
inflation could develop as there are too many 
dollar molecules given an increase in their ve-
locity.  Thus, the Fed’s plan going forward is to 
reduce the dollars they previously created just 
as their velocity increases to precisely offset 
the inflationary pressure that would otherwise 
develop.  This will require a very steady hand.

While many ideas are great in theory, 
few work well in reality (maybe my anal-
ogy included).  The Fed’s plan has thus far 
progressed nicely through steps 1-3.  As we 
enter the wind-down phase that could last a 
decade, only time will tell whether the Fed 
can maintain the economy’s proper balance 
so it doesn’t pop.
 

Robert J. Katch is the 
founder of Manchester 
Financial, an Investment 
Counsel/Wealth 
Management firm located 
in Westlake Village.  
For more information call 
805-495-4405

This material provided for general and educational purposes 
only, and is not legal, tax or investment advice.  For each 
strategy or option mentioned, there are detailed tax rules that 
must be followed.

MONEYSMART/ Will it Pop!

WILL IT POP?
By Robert J. Katch

The most frequent questions and concerns I’ve heard 
since the Great Recession began in 2008 revolve around 
how much money our Federal Reserve has printed.  There 
continues to be valid concern that all this money will create 
inflation.  For a few years, the fear of inflation was rampant 
and showed up in the price of gold as it rose from $1,000 
per ounce in 2008 to $1,800 per ounce in 2011.  While the 
fear has dissipated somewhat, and the price of gold has 
fallen dramatically, the talk of future inflation lingers.
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With their sheer size and appetite for consumption, will this group 
drive the economy moving forward? Will they assume behavioral 
habits of past generations or are they adapting to a changing 
economic landscape?
 While still young, this group is already setting their own trends 
causing economists to question their models and companies to 
change how they market the goods and services they deliver. 
Currently this group is marrying later in life than prior groups (28 
years old on average vs. 26 for the baby boomers), and both spouses 
usually come into the marriage with a career. Many have student 
debt leftover from college. Fewer are buying homes and have not 
taken on mortgage debt. This also means they are having children 
later in life. This group is also heavily influenced by the financial 

meltdown we saw from 2008 to 2009 and many have yet to realize or 
participate in the recovery.
 While this group may be a bit slower to replicate older generation’s 
behavior, life is funny and often predictable. Call it human nature, 
but something inside switches and the average person will get 
married, have children, buy a home, and take on huge amounts of 
debt vs. their income ratios. As their family grows so will the need 
for a larger home and they will then move up. The Millennials are 
a couple of years behind and yet they are also developing their own 
set of norms and financial behaviors.
 Economists routinely tell us household formation is a key to our 
economy and a major driver behind economic decisions people and 
companies make. Over the last five years household formation has 

There has been much talk recently about the size of the Millennial Generation. Currently, this 
group is measured by those born between 1978 to the early 2000s. At the moment there are 
roughly 86 million people in the United States between the ages of 19 and 37. This group is 
also continuing to grow through immigration at a time when wages in the US are flat, taxes are 
rising, cost of government is swelling and our welfare system is increasing to record levels while 
the participation rate in the work force is at record low levels not seen since the late 70’s when 
this generation first appeared.

RISE OF THE MILLENNIALS—
WILL 2015 BE THE YEAR?
By Doug De Groote, MBA, CFP®
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been low. First-time home buying has been 
negligent and single-family housing-starts 
have not seen a recovery and have been 
stuck in neutral since 2007. 
 Warren Buffet described this recent trend 
the best when he spoke at the Fortune 
Magazine conference in Laguna Niguel, 
California in October 2014. He said, “You 
would think that people would be lining up 
now to get mortgages to buy a home. It is a 
no-brainer…household formation falls off 
dramatically in a recession, at least initially, 
but that doesn’t last long. Hormones kick in 
and in-laws get tiresome, too.”
 Warren Buffet hit the nail on the 
head, but it is interesting to watch as the 
Millennial’s economic maturity or lag in 
traditional behavior has actually propelled 
relatively-new technology companies which 
seem to grow fast in a difficult and risk-
averse economic climate. Their sheer size 
and behavior is influencing the economy. 
Traditional companies pegged to benefit 
from traditional household formation are 
being over shadowed by behavioral shifts 
of Millennials as we find them more apt to 
be living in smaller urban apartments and 
glued to the newest technology. 
 The question we all should be asking is 
when will the hormones kick in? 
 According to BCA Research and current 
data on the Millennials, they are starting 
to get married and will have the majority 
of their children in their thirties unlike the 
generations before them that started having 
children in their late 20’s and early 30’s. 
With this being said, eventually, Millennials 
will listen to their 6-month-old and buy a 
home. They will realize that commuting 

is part of real life or they will start to work 
remotely as technology continues to make it 
easier. Keeping up with the Jones’; Monkey 
see monkey do…once their peers get going, 
the majority will fall in line. I can speak 
from experience. Once my wife’s friends 
started having children, it was a no-brainer; 
even I figured it out.
 Eventually the millennials will too. Right 
now they face major head winds. Many 
are graduating from college with massive 
amounts of debt and job opportunities that 
barely allow them to pay their rent, let alone 
give them the confidence to start a family.
 While people are fairly predictable, life 
is not. Behavior is learned and often when 
technology evolves or crisis occurs, people 
adapt and form new habits. Today the Echo 
Baby Boomer or Millennials face a very 
different reality and, unfortunately, they 
are trapped by their behavior. Identifying 
behavioral trends are often the keys to 
long-term investment success. Famous 
investor Bernard Baruch was once asked 
what behavior made him the most money 
in the stock market. He said, “Sitting on my 
hands.” 
 Millennials face a different economy. 
They have a federal reserve giving away 
money at the lowest rates in modern 
history; A growing government dedicated to 
taking care of everyone, promising it won’t 
cost you a thing...unless you actually work. 
And worst of all, Millennials face more 
competition for jobs than at any time since 
the late 1970s. 
 Often when discussing the labor-force 
participation rate or hearing the argument 
against it, it is often dismissed as simply 

a function of baby boomers heading off 
to retirement. That is certainly true for a 
portion of the population, but from the 
chart below you can see that people between 
the ages of 16 and 54 remain largely 
unemployed.
 While the unemployment rate has fallen 
significantly over the last couple of years 
down to 5.6%, Lance Roberts from Street 
Talk points out in the accompanying graph 
that you would be hard pressed to find 
94.4% of the population that “want to work” 
are actually “working”.
 Not to mention, Millennials have also 
faced falling wages. Wages have been falling 
or have been stagnant for the last 7 years, 
according to the Bureau of Labor and 
Statistics (BLS). For wage growth to happen 
and for Millennials to feel more confident 
about their future we actually need to see 
our economy begin to approach “real” 
full employment. Right now, according 
to the chart, we still have a large pool of 
unemployed labor. Ultimately it is a supply 
and demand issue. The funny math the 
government uses to count employment 
forces people into the shadows. Currently, 
demand for labor is swamped by the 
demand for jobs. This is why wages remain 
suppressed and continue to slow the 
formation of families by Millennials.
 While Baby Boomers continue to face 
retirement and Millennials are slow to 
mature economically, investors face many 
dilemmas due to increasing bureaucracy, 
more government programs, higher taxes 
and more promises all aimed at solving 
issues and protecting a working class that 
is not really working. This impact will no 
doubt influence your long-term financial 
plan. Be sure you are current as the rules are 
changing.

Doug De Groote
Managing Director 

Located in Westlake Village  
800.984.3302  805.230.0111                                              

http://www.Degrootefinancial.com.

De Groote Financial Group, LLC is a federally registered invest-
ment adviser that maintains a principal office in the State of 
California. De Groote Financial Group, LLC provides advice 
and makes recommendations based on the specific needs and 
makes recommendations based on the specific needs and cir-
cumstances of each client. Investing in securities involves risk; 
please contact your financial adviser with questions about your 
specific needs and circumstances. The information contained 
in this newsletter is intended for information only, is not a 
recommendation to buy or sell any securities, and should not be 
considered investment advice.

MONEYSMART/ Rise of the Millennials 
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TRAUMA ON OUR BODIES THAT 
WE CAN MINIMIZE
Sitting at our desks, working on 
our computers for long hours – or 
driving a car in the same position 
for many hours - can be very 
stressful on our bodies. People often 
sit hunched up (curved spines) with 

their shoulders forward and they don’t take enough regular breaks 
by standing up and stretching. Resolve to minimize the strain that 
too many hours of computer work or driving the car – cause - by 
standing up and taking regular stretches that realign your posture. 

We need our backs to last us a lifetime so don’t ignore the factors 
that will eventually lead to serious spinal issues.

THE MEDICINAL POWER OF FOODS
Hippocrates said, “Our Food should be our medicine and our 
medicine should be our food.” 
Diet does not affect your health; it DETERMINES your health. 
Food can heal; food is medicine:
• Food is, in fact, the most powerful drug on the planet! 
• Food can improve the expression of thousands of genes  (DNA) 
• Food can balance multiple hormones 
• Food can optimize tens of thousands of protein networks 

Physical health influences your mental health, your spiritual health, your emotional health, 
your relational health, and even your financial health. It is the bedrock upon which everything 
else functions or potentially dysfunctions. When your physical health buckles and declines – 
everything else in your life is adversely affected.

HABITS OF HEALTH, PART 2
So many of our ailments are preventable with simple but effective  
adaptations to your daily lifestyle.
Presentation by Drs. Terry & Lori Schroeder –  
Doctors in Chiropractic Medicine, Endorsed by Ian Armstrong, M.D.

Dr. Terry Schroeder
www.schroederhealthyliving.com

Dr. Lori Schroeder
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• Food can cure most chronic diseases and it works faster,  better 
and cheaper than any drug. An additional benefit is that all the 
side effects of quality food are good ones!  

WHAT SHOULD WE EAT? 
• Real, whole foods 
• Simple, real, fresh, delicious nutrient-rich foods 
• These quality foods come from a farmer’s fields –  
 rather  than a factory 
• Foods that travel the shortest distance from the field to the fork.  
 These foods include as many fresh-from-the-field  vegetables  
 and fruits as possible  

THE BENEFITS OF MORE PLANT FOODS 
• Plant foods are vegetables and fruits 
• They are the main source of vitamins and minerals in your diet 
• Vitamins and minerals run every chemical reaction in your  
 body. They are the grease that lubricates the wheels of  your  
 metabolism 
• The fiber in plant foods is necessary to keep your digestive   
 system healthy 
• They feed the good bacteria that keep inflammation down 
• They help balance blood sugar  

WHAT NOT TO EAT: SUGAR! 
• Sugar is the sweet thief of life 
• The average American in 2015 consumes 152 lbs of sugar every year 
• 70% of Americans are overweight 
• “Higher-sugar, higher-glycemic foods are addictive in the same  
 way that cocaine and heroin are” - American Journal of Clinical  
 Nutrition 
• The food industry are experts at hyper processing  
 (long shelf life) highly palatable (tastes good) and intensely   
 addictive (sells more) foods that are sabotaging our brain   
 chemistry and our health 
• Sugar is actually 8 times more addictive than cocaine – Food  
 and Addiction  

HIGH FRUCTOSE CORN SYRUP (HFCS) 
• High Fructose corn syrup is the number 1 source of dietary  
 calories in America 
• HFCS increases the rate of glycation tenfold (bonding of sugar  
 molecules to proteins, fats and amino acids) 
• When proteins are glycated, the amount of free radical   
 formation is increased fifty fold. We all know how  dangerous  
 free radicals are in our bodies. Most cancers  stem from them 
• Increases oxidation and free radical formation    
 (potentially  cancer causing) 
• Dramatic rise in blood sugar levels 
• Oxidative stress is directly related to brain degeneration  

THE SUGAR CASCADE FACTS 
When you eat sugar, or refined CHO’s, here is what happens:
1. Your blood level spikes (soars) 
2. Insulin levels spike 
3. This causes increased belly fat, increased appetite, and  
 increased cravings for more sugary foods 
4. Inflammation in our bodies increases as a result 

5. Over time, our cells become numb to the effects of insulin –  
 which leaders to insulin resistance 
6. More fat builds and this is accompanied by more cravings and  
 more inflammation 
7. This leads to Type 2 Diabetes 
8. Fatty liver 

FOODS WITH LOW GLYCEMIC INDEXES (GI) VEGETABLES:
Arugula, Asparagus, Broccoli, Brussel Sprouts, Cabbage 
Cauliflower, Green Beans, Lettuces, Spinach, Zucchini, Tomatoes

FRUITS:
Berries, Cherries, Oranges, Apples, Peaches, Nectarines, Grapefruit 
Avocado, Grains, Quinoa, Brown rice, Black rice

BENEFITS OF EATING FOODS WITH LOW GLYCEMIC INDEXES 
– GI LESS THAN 55
• Keeps insulin levels low and helps to burn fat 
• Helps to release body fats and keep lean muscle 
• Reduces triglycerides, total Cholesterol and LDL’s (Low-  density  
 Lipoprotein which is Bad Cholesterol) 
• Increases levels of HDL’s (High-density Lipoprotein which  is  
 Good Cholesterol) 
• Decreases risk of developing Type 2 Diabetes 
• Decreases risk of developing Cardiovascular disease 
• Sustains energy levels longer, ultimately enhancing your  mental  
 and physical state 
• Helps to avoid getting into a food emergency because you feel  
 more satisfied  

YOURHEALTH/ Habits of Health, Part 2

Ian Armstrong MD Diplomat of Neurological Surgery Fellowship 
Specialty Spinal Surgery Director of Spinal Surgery/ Neurosur-
gery Southern California Hospital, Los Angeles Vice Chairman of 
the Board Southern California Hospital CEO/ Founder Southern 
California Spine Institute ( Est 1996) Medical Director SCSI  
Ianarmstrongmd.com
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DOLPHIN BAY  
RESORT & SPA
Dolphin Bay Resort & Spa is the ideal luxury beach getaway set along the 
rugged California Coast just south of San Luis Obispo. Located midway 
between San Francisco and Los Angeles, Dolphin Bay has quickly become 
a Central Coast destination of choice for its unique oceanfront grounds, 
farm to table California Cuisine and a world-class wine list. 
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Oceanfront Penthouse Oceanfront Suite



Guests at Dolphin Bay Resort & Spa can immerse themselves in 
the Central Coast’s best from signature Spa treatments overlook-
ing the bluffs to surrounding boutique wineries, Hearst Castle, 
and an array of activities. With 60 spacious one and two bedroom 
Suites and Pent-
houses, featuring 
full gourmet kitch-
ens, private patios 
and spacious living 
rooms—guests have 
all the comforts of 
home amidst the un-
forgettable panoramic 
views of Pismo Beach 
of California.

LOCALSCAPES/ Dolphin Bay Resort & Spa

SPECIAL OFFER, 3RD NIGHT FREE
Stay 2 Nights and Get your 3rd Night Free. Book Today!  Availability is limited. 
Rates as low as $355 Please call 800.516.0112 for details and offer expiration

Cannot be combined with any other offer. 

Dolphin Bay Resort & Spa,  
2727 Shell Beach Road
Pismo Beach, CA 93449,  
Toll Free Reservations:  
800.516.0112
info@thedolphinbay.com  
www.thedolphinbay.com

Lido Lounge

Dolphin Bay Resort Entry
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The Spa at Dolphin Bay
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SILVERSEA CRUISES

Ultra-luxury Silversea Cruises has kicked off 2015 with an enticing new program that includes 
shore excursions and WiFi. This program is available for new bookings made on or after January 
15, 2015 on any of the line’s 52 Mediterranean cruises this year.
 “We’re delighted to enhance the value proposition for our guests with the launch of this new 
ultra-inclusive pricing initiative,” said Kristian Anderson, Silversea’s senior vice president and 
general manager for the Americas. “Our company is known for pioneering the concept of all-
inclusive voyaging. By including shore excursions and WiFi in the cruise fare, we’re making the 
Silversea vacation experience more indulgent and relevant for today’s active luxury traveler.” 

Ultra-luxury Silversea Cruises has kicked off 2015 with an enticing new program that includes 
shore excursions and WiFi. This program is available for new bookings made on or after January 
15, 2015 on any of the line’s 52 Mediterranean cruises this year.
 “We’re delighted to enhance the value proposition for our guests with the launch of this new 
ultra-inclusive pricing initiative,” said Kristian Anderson, Silversea’s senior vice president and 
general manager for the Americas. “Our company is known for pioneering the concept of all-
inclusive voyaging. By including shore excursions and WiFi in the cruise fare, we’re making the 
Silversea vacation experience more indulgent and relevant for today’s active luxury traveler.” 

Silver Spirit ultra-luxury cruise ship
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TRAVELSCAPES/ Silversea Cruises

Whether it’s exploring the ancient Acropolis of 
Athens, strolling back through time along the 
marbled lanes of Ephesus, or discovering the 

Renaissance treasures of Florence, these small-
group excursions present a destination’s art, history, 
and culture in an intimate, authentic way, utilizing 

comfortable transportation and expert local guides.



Guests may enrich their travel experience with a choice of in-
cluded Silver Shore Select excursions offered in every port of call. 
Whether it’s exploring the ancient Acropolis of Athens, strolling 
back through time along the marbled lanes of Ephesus, or discov-
ering the Renaissance treasures of Florence, these small-group 
excursions present a destination’s art, history, and culture in an 
intimate, authentic way, utilizing comfortable transportation and 
expert local guides.
 These special all-inclusive fares also include two hours of com-
plimentary WiFi per guest, per day, and unlimited complimentary 
WiFi for the line’s larger suites (Medallion and higher categories).
 The new perks join an array of included amenities that already 
features: open-seating gourmet dining; butler service for all suites; 
select wines, champagnes, premium spirits, specialty coffees, bot-
tled water, juices and soft drinks; in-suite bar stocked with guests’ 
preferences; in-suite dining and 24-hour dining service (from a 
formal dinner ordered from The Restaurant menu and served in-
suite, to lighter fare served in attended lounges); lecture and en-
richment programs; roundtrip transportation into town (in most 
ports); and onboard gratuities (exclusive of spa treatments).
 In addition to the included Silver Shore Select excursions, 
guests may purchase tours from a variety of land programs offer-
ing exceptional value, including the more-immersive Silver Shore 

Collection tours, as well as Silver Shore Privato, which provides a 
private car and driver for independent exploring.
 Silversea’s 8 intimate, elegant ships visit all 7 continents.  This 
means that Silversea can fulfill your bucket list by taking you any-
where in the world.

ABOUT SILVERSEA CRUISES
Silversea Cruises, which is chaired by Manfredi Lefebvre 
d’Ovidio, is recognized as an innovator in the ultra-luxury 

TRAVELSCAPES/ Silversea Cruises
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Silver Explorer, Antarctica

Silver Galapagos, Galapagos Islands



cruise line industry, offering guests large-ship amenities aboard 
its intimate, all-suite vessels: Silver Cloud, Silver Wind, Silver 
Shadow, Silver Whisper and Silver Spirit – all designed to offer an 
atmosphere of conviviality and casual elegance. With the inclusion 
of the expedition ships, Silver Explorer, Silver Galapagos, and Sil-
ver Discoverer, Silversea Cruises’ itineraries encompass all seven 
continents and feature worldwide luxury cruises to the Mediter-

ranean, Caribbean, both polar regions and over 800 fascinating 
destinations in between.
 In the U.S., Silversea has been voted “World’s Best” by the 
readers of Condé Nast Traveler (nine times) and Travel + Lei-
sure (seven times), and awarded “Best Luxury Cruise” by Travel-
Channel.com (2014), “Best Luxury Cruise Line” by CruiseReport.
com (2014), and “Best Small Ship Cruise Line” by Global Trav-
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Silversea Expeditions, every journey is new  
and unique. Fully immerse yourself in the world’s 

most unspoiled landscapes, from the primeval  
Galápagos Islands to the lush, tropical edens of 

Polynesia to the frosted wilderness of Antarctica.  

Silver Cloud/Silver Wind small ultra-luxury cruise ships

http://travelchannel.com/
http://travelchannel.com/
http://cruisereport.com/
http://cruisereport.com/
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eler (2014). International awards include “Best Small Ship Cruise 
Line” in the Readers’ Choice survey conducted by Britain’s Condé 
Nast Traveller magazine (2014); “Best Expedition Cruise Ship” by 
Australia’s Cruise Passenger magazine (2013); “Best Small Luxury 
Cruise Line” by China’s Travel + Leisure (2013); and “Star Luxury-
Cruise Company” according to U.K.’s Travel Bulletin (2014).

SILVERSEA CRUISES DISTINCTIONS

•  8 intimate ships that visit all 7 continents. This means that  
  Silversea can help you fulfill your bucket list.

•  All ocean-view, spacious suites – over 85% with private verandas

•  Butler service in every suite – all guests are pampered equally

•  Extraordinary staff to guest ratio of nearly one to one

•  Open-seating dining options – dine when and with whomever  
  you please

•  Diversity of dining venues – casual, romantic, regional  
  delicacies, and gourmet cuisine inspired by Relais & Châteaux

•  Beverages in-suite and throughout the ship – select wines,  

  premium spirits, specialty coffees and soft drinks, plus your  
  own tailored mini-bar

•  In-suite dining and 24-hour room service – always  
  complimentary, always available

•  Sophisticated entertainment from live music to production shows

•  Enrichment lecturers, acclaimed chefs, and destination consultants

•  Complimentary transportation into town (most ports)

•  Gratuities always included in your fare 

For more information on Silversea Cruises, please contact an en 
Route Travel Advisor to collaborate on your customized experience. 
805.585.0090 or 310.459.9955 or please stop by one of their two locations.

3741 E. Thousand Oaks Blvd., Westlake Village, CA 91362
15221 Sunset Blvd., Pacific Palisades, CA 90272
info@enroutetravel.com
CST # 2003619-10
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SILVER CLOUD
296 Guests  I  222 Crew

SILVER SHADOW
382 Guests  I  302 Crew

SILVER DISCOVERER
120 Guests  I  96 Crew

SILVER GALAPAGOS 
100 Guests  I  75 Crew

SILVER EXPLORER 
132 Guests  I  117 Crew

SILVER SPIRIT
540 Guests  I  376 Crew

SILVER WIND
296 Guests  I  222 Crew

SILVER WHISPER
382 Guests  I  302 Crew

8 Intimate Ships
7 Continents

Over 800  
Destinations
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 We know that tax issues can 
create great stress, anxiety, and, in 
some cases, depression. Every day 
we deal with clients who have been 
overwhelmed by their attempts to 
take on the IRS by themselves.  
 We understand how to deal with 
these agencies and will take away 
the burden. As tax experts, we put 
our vast experience to work against 
the bureaucracy, and we enjoy the 
challenge.

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE  
THE FOLLOWING:

• IRS & State Tax Resolution Services

• Tax Preparation for Individuals,  
 Corporations & Estates 

• Tax Planning

• Audit Representation

We specialize in Offer in Compromise 
services, removing Liens, Levies, 
and Wage Garnishments, preparing 

Installment Agreements, negotiating 
Innocent Spouse Relief, and obtaining 
Currently Not Collectible Status with 
the IRS. We offer free consultations 
to determine eligibility for relief from 
IRS and State tax debts. 

QUICK FACTS

KASH CHANDANI, CPA  
Kash Chandani & Co. CPAs
2815 Townsgate Road, Suite 335  
Westlake Village, CA 91361  
805-494-4334
kash@less4irs.com
less4irs.com

ABOUT ME:

Kash Chandani is a former IRS agent 
and CPA in Westlake Village. For the 
past 37 years, Kash has practiced 
accounting in the 805 area and 
prepared complex tax returns for 
loyal clients. His years of experience 
in all facets of taxation have led 
him to take on the task of assisting 
others with their IRS and State 
taxation issues. He and his dedicated 
staff work with the IRS and all other 
taxing authorities to negotiate the 
lawful reduction or elimination of 
tax debts for qualified cases. His 
expertise in tax resolution matters 
combined with his years of complex 
tax-preparation experience have led 
to hundreds of successful outcomes 
for his clients.

Financial Strength

KASH CHANDANI
Certified Public Accountant, Former IRS Agent

“As your local  
tax experts,  
we put our vast 
experience to 
work against 
the bureaucracy, 
and we enjoy the 
challenge.”

ADVICE FROM A PRO: Kash Chandani & Co. has one 
vision for their clients and that is to deal with the 
aggressive collection policies of the IRS and State 
tax agencies.  

http://www.less4irs.com
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